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Abstract

In aiming to graduate from Least Developed Countries status by 2020, and in joining the ASEAN Economic Community in 2015, the Government of Laos has been seeking to sustain a high rate of economic growth and to develop a skilled and proficient labour force. As such, economic development has been a focus of the government and developing skilled and proficient labour is important. Education, especially tertiary education, has also been a priority of the Government of Laos. However, the gender gap still exists in every education level with high fees just one barrier for women to get into higher education. Promoting women’s access to tertiary education is important for closing the gender gap and improving women’s livelihoods, as well as contributing to the country’s economic development.

The research explores the main barriers to women’s access to tertiary education, concentrating on family characteristics, individual motivations and social norms. Utilising a feminist lens, qualitative research has been undertaken through semi-structured interviews. Thirty interviews were conducted, including women who were current students in tertiary education institutions and women who were not in any tertiary education institution. Information regarding tertiary education policies and implementation of these policies was also gathered from key information interviews and secondary information.

The research found that family financial status is the main barrier for women to continue their education in higher education. When the family budget is limited, most parents prioritise the education of males. Furthermore, the perception that women have less opportunity to gain a job than men persists widely – and acts as a disincentive for women to access tertiary education.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1. Introduction
Since the early 1970s, there has been more attention paid to women in development (Gupta, 2014). Gender differences and gender gaps in education are considered to be major barriers to economic growth and development. Since women provide half of the labour force and are effective in community development, eliminating gender disparities in several sectors of the economy and education not only leads to more “equality” but also higher “efficiency” (Emadzadeh, 2003). However, women still suffer from inequality by having less power and fewer opportunities than men in many parts of the world (Gupta, 2014). Recently, the rise of feminist ideas has helped inform policies and led to huge improvements in women’s conditions throughout the world (ibid).

Women have made important gains in expanding their access to different levels of education in the last three decades, but they still confront substantial educational disadvantages in much of the Third World (Stromquist, 1989). In tertiary education, gender disparities are the highest; young men typically pursue tertiary education before their female peers. The cost of enrollment in tertiary education is also more expensive than at elementary or secondary level (Jacobs, 1996). When the cost of education is high, parents may decide to allow sons to continue to study, but not their daughters (Sutherland, 1988).

There is a significant gender gap in tertiary education in Laos (ADB & World Bank, 2013). The government of Laos and international organisations have collaborated to reduce the gender gap in education (ibid). However, to encourage more women to pursue education also requires addressing other barriers, such as women’s motivations and behaviors. Not only that, family characteristics and social norms should also be considered. This research focuses on women and tertiary education by examining women’s individual motivations and barriers, family influences and social norms. The research uses feminist perspectives as a tool to analyse particular obstacles for women, gender issues and gender relations.

1.2. Key issues framing the research
Joining the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) in December 2015 (Vilavong & Hess, 2016) and huge economic growth has led to high demand and competition in the labour
market in Laos (World Bank, 2016). The World Bank reported that there is insufficient labour supply and most Lao workers lack necessary skills and knowledge (ibid). There is also a high percentage of unemployment. Therefore, focusing on the development of young people to equip them with knowledge and skills in order to supply the labour market is an urgent need of the government. Improving the quality of tertiary education and increased access to higher education institutions (HEIs) are important for the development of people with knowledge and skills.

After the foundation of the country in 1975, the Government of Laos gave priority to primary education as the percentage of the population who were illiterate was very high. Until the early 1990s, higher education was strictly limited and was less of a priority (Siharath, 2010). Only two percent of the population have a higher education qualification in Laos (Laos Sūn Kānsathiti hǣng Sāt, 1997). One reason is the low priority given to higher education by the Government of Laos after 1975. The situation varies enormously across space, with more than seven percent of the population having a higher education in Vientiane Capital and less than one percent in the northern provinces (Bourdet, 2001).

Fox (2003) provides an explanation for why Lao women lack access to education in general. Women in Laos are not discriminated against by the educational institutions; rather they are restricted by cultural norms regarding gender roles and the economic requirements of working at home. Another argument is that children have to obey the directions of their elders, as respect and obedience to elders is embedded in Lao culture. Therefore, he argues that the gap in access to education is more an issue of poverty than of cultural norms. In rural areas of Laos, a lack of access to teachers and schools are major factors preventing both boys and girls from receiving a formal education. It could be argued that Fox’s research did not apply feminist perspectives and therefore the main implications of gender inequality in education were not sufficiently addressed.

The research available to foreigners on Lao culture is limited, and the country has only been opened to outside researchers relatively recently. Lao scholars have done academic research, but little of this has been translated into international languages. In education the same condition prevails, with little information available or researched either by foreign or Lao scholars. In some sectors of education, the data gaps and lack of appropriate collection systems still exist. Therefore, there is a gap in the literature on women and education in Laos, especially in tertiary education.
1.3. Aim and objective of the research
The main aim of this research is to explore the main barriers to women’s access to tertiary education, focusing on family characteristics, women’s behavior and preferences, and social norms. A feminist lens will be applied to examine and analyse the influences on women’s access to tertiary education in Vientiane Capital, Laos. Feminist theory offers explanations for unequal participation of women. Using feminist theory will help me to be more aware of why families encourage men to access education and why women have to stay home and do unpaid work.

1.4. Research questions
The research will examine “How family characteristics, social norms and individual motivation factors influence women to access tertiary education, using a case study in Vientiane Capital, Lao PDR”. Further sub-questions to answer this main topic are set out below:

**Sub-questions:**
1. How do family characteristics (family size, economic status and parents’ education) affect women accessing tertiary education?
2. How do social norms influence women’s access to tertiary education?
3. What are the main motivations of and barriers to individuals to undertaking tertiary education? Why?

1.5. Significance of the research
This research will provide better understanding of the situation and the importance of tertiary education in Laos. It also set out the main factors that influence women’s access to tertiary education, and women’s needs and aspirations to strengthen their capacity and knowledge. In short, it will provide more evidence of inequality in education in Laos, particularly tertiary education.

While there are various studies on education in Laos, there are less studies on tertiary education, especially related to women. Even though Fox studied on women and education in 2003, it was about women and education in general. This research will use a feminist lens to explore barriers to women accessing tertiary education, providing a reflection on gender, education and development in a least developed country.
1.6. Thesis outline

There are seven chapters in this thesis which study and analyse information relevant to women and education. The first chapter introduces the topic of the thesis. It consists of the main issues, objectives, questions, and significance and contribution of the research.

The second chapter gathers and revises existing literature related to women and education, particularly in the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries. The chapter focuses on women in various aspects such as economic development, politics and families, and then it refers to women in education. It also presents some sample barriers on women’s access to tertiary education.

The third chapter presents the Lao context. This chapter aims to offer information on Laos, including on development in economics and politics, in terms of women’s participation. The chapter also focuses on the education of girls and women in Laos. It also provides some information on Lao cultures.

The fourth chapter offers the methodology used in the thesis. It presents the tools and methods used to structure the thesis, to gather information in the field, and to analyse the findings, ahead of initiating writing, revising and editing. The main tool in this thesis is qualitative research, using semi-structured interviews and document reviews. The feminist theoretical framework which is applied also has mention in this chapter.

The fifth chapter reports all the main findings from the semi-structured interviews and document reviews. The main findings refer to the sub-questions, which relate to family characteristics, women’s preferences and behaviours, and social influences on women and tertiary education.

The sixth chapter discusses the main barriers for women to access tertiary education. The main findings are financial hardship, an imbalance in household chores between male and female siblings, working preferences and opportunities, and tertiary enrollment and information dissemination. The main findings have been revised and compared with the existing literature and feminist theoretical frameworks.
The last chapter presents the main conclusion of the whole thesis with the limitations of the research and recommendations on further important topics and issues for ongoing study.

1.7. **Summary**

This chapter provides general information about this thesis on women’s access to tertiary education in Laos. The gender gap still exists everywhere. Even though women have made progress in economic development, politics and education, they are still behind men in various respects. In building capacity of women through education it is hoped to improve women’s livelihoods. Laos is experiencing ongoing development of the economy and services and there is high demand for labour. Therefore, focusing on education is important, especially tertiary education.

Therefore, study on women and access to tertiary education is important, in order to increase the number of women as well as improve the quality of women’s study. I hope that the results will provide knowledge on tertiary education in Laos and women’s livelihoods through utilising feminist lenses.
Chapter 2: Literature review

2.1. Introduction
The first section of this literature review will start with women and their current situation and consider the gender gap in various aspects – economic development, politics and family. The next section will present education’s contribution to growth and development. The section will then illustrate advantages of tertiary education to development and to women in the context of the tertiary education situation in Asia. This section will also raise some obstacles to women’s access to tertiary education in least developed and developing countries. The final section will mention some existing policies regarding women and tertiary education.

2.2. The role of women in the labour market, politics, and family
Of the world’s population of nearly 7.6 billion, there are 100 females for every 102 males (UN, 2017b). Women certainly are placed as the second sex in developing countries (Buvinic, Lycette, & McGreevey, 1984). They have been seen as less educated, have fewer opportunities for working, and often earn less income than men (ibid). Nussbaum (2000) emphasised that in many parts of the world women still lack support for the foundational functions of a good human life. They are more at risk of sexual abuse and physical violence, and they are less well-nourished and less healthy (ibid).

2.2.1. Women and the labour market
The contribution of female workers to the labour market has increased recently. For instance, between 1971 and 1995, in Latin America and East Asia, the percentage contribution of females in the labour market increased by 15 percent, and the gender gap narrowed in wages as well (Duflo, 2012). In an International Labour Organisation (ILO) report, the female labour market participation proportion persisted at 49.5 per cent globally, whereas the male participation proportion was dramatically higher at 76.1 percent worldwide. In short, gender disparity in labour force participation persists (2017b).

The burden of household chores can affect the amount of time women spend on outside work as most women have to engage in both productive and reproductive work. Momsen (1991) summarised, for example, that women worldwide have two jobs – outside and inside the home. They do not only earn income for a family, but they also take care of
household chores – cooking food, collecting water and wood, and providing child care (Buvinic et al., 1984). Berniell and Sánchez-Páramo (2011) mention that women provide nearly five times as much time on child care, nearly twice as much time on household chores, and around half as much time on outside work as men do. Buvinic et al. (1984) mention that women have to work longer hours than men in the least developed and developing countries. In the Philippines, for instance, women work at home and outside the home an average of 10 hours a day (ibid). Various tasks and long hours working can affect women’s ability to engage in skill improvement and education.

Females’ jobs are also generally undervalued (Momsen, 1991). Entmacher (2014) states that the male portion in the high-wage workforce is larger than the proportion of their female counterparts. For example, the proportion of female workers who hold low-wage jobs has continually risen by more than six percent globally, from 2007 to 2014, even though women have made positive progress in education (ibid). In addition, female workers totally account for two-thirds of the almost 20 million labourers in low-wage jobs (ibid). In one example from Southeast Asia, DaVanzo and Lee (1978) noted that in the low-paying employment sectors, such as handicrafts, cottage industries, agriculture and small-scale marketing, jobs are mostly occupied by Malaysian women. Conversely, in management, professional or clerical positions, Malaysian women account for less than five percent (as cited in Buvinic et al., 1984). Being disproportionately young and poorly-educated were the main features of the low-wage female workforce (Kim, 2000). Kim’s study on female workers in the United States found that the education level of employees is an obvious feature in low-wage employment as well as that female workers are less likely to be paid low wages as their education levels rise (ibid).

These statistics show that gender gaps in the labour force still exist. The most studies show that the reason is that women are less likely to fully provide their time on outside work as they also have to take care of household chores. Furthermore, the work of women is often devalued. It illustrates that women hold the majority of low-wage positions. This is because most women have a low level of education.

2.2.2. Women and politics
Women have progressively taken a larger part in politics worldwide. The percentage of female held seats in national parliaments globally is 23 percent (World Bank, 2017). Nevertheless, only 26 countries in the world had reached the target defined by the U.N.
Economic and Social Council in 1990 of having 30 percent or more female held national parliamentary seats (Duflo, 2012). Many countries and international organisations have concentrated on women’s participation in all levels of decision-making. In the 2005 report of the United Nations on the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), Kofi Annan, the Secretary General of the United Nations, stated: “the full participation of women to all levels of decision-making is a basic human right” (Duflo, 2012, p. 14). The decision-making participation of women particularly gives precedence to political participation and leadership at the international, national, regional and local levels (Rai, 2005).

Women holding more seats in politics might directly or indirectly benefit female citizens. Swamy, Knack, Lee, and Azfar (2001) and Cheng (2014) also mention that female politicians can govern differently. Duflo (2012) emphasises that “women leaders seem to better represent the needs of women” (p. 21). Female politicians, for example, are more likely to focus on problems that matter to female citizens such as children’s welfare, gender balance, reproductive rights, day care and elderly care (Burrell, 1996). In addition, some evidence also demonstrates that, in various locations, influential government authorities have advocated that growing female representation on the ground will decrease the extent of corruption (Cheng, 2014; Swamy et al., 2001) These studies show that female politicians are more likely to focus on policies for women’s issues and that they are less likely to commit corruption.

However, women are still under represented politically compared to their male counterparts. Female representation in parliament has been continually hindered by many factors (Duflo, 2012). The lack of previous political experience of women and having less training and education are the main barriers to greater participation of women in policy making (ibid). Verba, Schlozman, and Burns (2005) declare that “educational attainment is, in fact, the single most potent predictor of an adult’s political activity” (p. 110). Dahrendorf (1965) noted many years ago that education enables people to comprehend their rights and political system and then become actively involved in political decisions and processes (as cited in Hadjar & Schlapbach, 2008). As suggested by Kam and Palmer (2008) education is a key factor to ensure better access to participation because a good understanding of political context and a higher comprehension of societal issues helps to inform political action. Similarly, reaching a higher socio-economic position might encourage more involvement in politics and societal issues. In contrast, women will not have financial and human capital, which are important for them to represent a group of
people or launch businesses, if they do not have access to educational and professional opportunities (Paxton & Kunovich, 2003). In Latin America, for instance, the enlargement of the representation of women in politics has been significantly influenced by the enlargement of the education of women (Htun, 2003).

In short women’s involvement and female representation in politics are progressing; however, the progress is slow and only a few countries are improving steadily. Generally speaking, poor education and lack of political experiences of women are the main obstacles to increasing the percentage of women’s representation in politics.

2.2.3. Women and family
Family is the main social unit of every society. It represents the principle economic and social unit resting on agreed upon sexual relationships and offers social support and familiarity (Hirschman & Loi, 1996). Within the family, women typically take nurturing roles, while men tend to be less reliant on family bearing systems than women (Buvinic et al., 1984). Parental suggestions and opinions are always to be conformed to and parents are involved in most of the decisions of women – the determination of work, and places to work (Visvanathan, Duggan, Nisonoff, & Wiegersma, 1997). Definitely, Kung (1981, 1983) and Greenhalgh (1985) found that parents are heavily involved in the decisions regarding daughters’ schooling and when they will stop education, and when and where they will become employed. Overall, women to some extent still rely on their parent’s decision making on whether to stay in education or enter the workforce.

In some societies, parents tend to prefer sons over daughters – particularly when considering economic contribution to the household. This is illustrated in the study of Maertens (2013), conducted in three villages of India in 2007 and 2008, which found that, among households sampled in which there were both sons and daughters in families, 61% of the parents predicted that their sons were more likely to take care of them than their daughters. The study showed that male children were predicted to provide, on average, 78% of the household financial support during old age of the parents. The female children were conversely expected to contribute, on average, 37%. The parents’ preference might influence decisions on supporting care and education for female children. Parental views on the value of children can be extreme. Wolf (1972), Greenhalgh (1985: 277) and Gates (1987), for example, note that parents socialise daughters “to believe that they themselves are worthless, and that literally everything they have – their bodies, their upbringing, their
schooling – belongs to their parents and has to be paid for” (as cited in Visvanathan et al., 1997, p. 126). While both sons and daughters are born owing their parents this debt, sons are able to contribute later by looking after elderly family members. Conversely, as many daughters leave their birth home for marriage, they have to refund their debt in early life. Therefore, spending on schooling for daughters may be seen as more ‘wasted’ resources for parents (Greenhalgh, 1985, p. 270). For instance, studies from Guatemala and the Philippines demonstrate that parents prefer sons up to around the age of 10 only moderately with their goods and time, but from a social point of view boys and girls are dealt with very contrastingly. Girls are more likely to spend time with younger siblings as mother-substitutes and less likely to continue in education than boys (Buvinic et al., 1984).

Most labour at home is done by girls (Terry, 2007). They normally participate in the production and/or businesses of their households (for example, farming) (Maertens, 2013) and are expected to provide the twin roles of both reproductive and productive tasks (Momsen, 1991). In every society, the great bulk of household tasks are performed by women and girls (ibid). Consequently, throughout the year, women have less time for leisure than boys as they have to take charge of typical tasks which include most of the housework and the collection of wood and water. Women also have obligations in respect of religious and social duties (ibid). The imbalanced division of labour begins in childhood (Terry, 2007). Terry demonstrates that in many countries of the Global South “it is common to see groups of young boys playing in the street, while girls are nowhere to be seen – they are indoors, helping their mothers to cook, clean and look after younger siblings” (2007, p. 10). For example, in a study in a rural area of Gambia in West Africa, interviews of teenage girls and boys found that girls have to take care of many tasks in the early morning and get up earlier than everyone else to fetch water and cook breakfast (ibid). They also have to do similar tasks in schools such as cleaning the classrooms, while the boys ‘sit under a tree and watch’. After school, the girls sweep floors and wash dishes while boys play football. Due to tiredness, the girls go to bed earlier than the boys, by some two hours, then they wake up early (ibid). Moreover, in the case of some poor families, parents might send out girls for hawking every day. For instance, in Nigeria, hawking is a customary method for daughters to contribute to the family earnings. Therefore, Nigeria forms an example where girls/daughters are domestic labour and also an income earner for a family from a young age (ibid). In short, girls in Nigeria have less time for both leisure and schooling.
2.3. Education

2.3.1. Education and development

Education brings significant benefits to economic development and society. Psacharopoulos and Woodhall (1993) mention that education is significant for the growth of economies. This is illustrated in the total rise in incomes, opening up of new occasions for social progress and decrease in the absolute level of poverty. Singapore’s strong economic growth illustrates the positive relationship between education and economic development: "the relationship between education and economic growth in Singapore, has been much stronger, with the educational system and its output exhibiting a very strong and much closer linkage to the requirements of the economy" (Ashton & Sung, 1997, p. 207). Research on Vietnam, Anwar and Nguyen (2010) also shows that investment in education and training have provided significant boosts to nationwide economic growth. Girls and women’s education is also particularly important for economic development and poverty reduction. A speech by Mr. John Hendra, UN resident coordinator in Laos, noted that “there is a no greater investment in poverty reduction and development than investment in women’s education” (Lao Women’s Union, 2017).

Education brings social benefits. Leigh (2001), for example, writes that organisations with well-educated people tend to foster new learning and innovation. Leigh (2001) also notes that students who are less likely to deflect the attention of teachers and interrupt classes causing the teacher to focus on discipline are mostly from well-educated parents. Leigh (2001) also writes that education brings benefits to wider society, including good public health, clean environments, low crime rates, democratic processes and political stability.

Given the benefits of education, many countries give priority to education development by spending a large proportion of the national budget on it. The relationship between economic growth and educational development has taken on much significance for policy makers in Southeast Asia, throughout previous decades (Hallinger, 2010). Among the most rapidly developing countries, a core component in the national development strategies is education reform (ibid). During the 1990s, for instance, a new strategy was utilised: one of a learning society and thinking schools. This strategy obviously emphasised the link between sustainable development of the society and learning in schools (Gopinathan & Kam, 2000). Many Southeast Asian countries are now
implementing higher education reforms aiming to contribute strong human resources to their economies.

2.4. Tertiary education
In 2014 there were more than 625 million people aged between 20 and 55 years in the ASEAN area, approximately 51 percent of the total population (Gajaseni, 2015). Education is important for ASEAN citizens of working ages to ensure socio-economic advancement – that is, higher earnings and better quality of life (ibid). In short, gaining a tertiary qualification provides greater opportunities to do this. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) defines tertiary education as “all types of education (academic, professional, technical, artistic, pedagogical, long distance learning, etc.) provided by universities, technological institutes, teacher training colleges, etc., which are normally intended for students having completed a secondary education, and whose educational objective is the acquisition of a title, a grade, certificate, or diploma of higher education” (Songkaeo & Yeong, 2016, p. 3). In addition, Heuser (2007) also explains more about the positive tertiary education that it is possible for students to gain through developing the cognitive capacities, skills and knowledge essential to raise the efficiency and productivity of businesses and organisation. An education of this calibre would enhance the ability of graduates to problem solve and make decisions, engage ethically and intellectually, and compete constructively in their work in different kinds of organisations – educational, political, social and economic.

The contribution of tertiary education to development is important: tertiary education, through offering a labour force with technical, managerial and professional skills, enhances the rapid economic growth of industrialisation (Tilak, 2003), and as the “engine of development in the new world economy” (Castells, 1994, p. 14). In addition, higher levels of tertiary education are significantly related to the quality of health care in a nation, as generally speaking highly educated people are more likely knowledgeable of the availability of basic healthcare services and the necessity for health care (Tilak, 2003). The relationship between higher education and fertility levels is also important. Korea and Japan, for instance, with very low birth rates, have high levels of tertiary education, 1.5 and 1.4 correspondingly (ibid). Conversely, in Cambodia and Nepal, less than one percent of the population has higher education and the birth rates are 5.3 and 4.8 respectively (ibid). Studies on higher education and development in Asia do not illustrate clearly the relationship between higher education and poverty reduction. However, Tilak
(2003) mentions that people may get rid of poverty by having basic education; this can be confirmed by attainment in secondary and tertiary education, which assists in improving adaptability and providing greater economic chances.

2.4.1. Higher education benefits to women

Through tertiary education attainment, students have been able to develop their knowledge, skills and professionalism. This can lead students to be more reliable, confident and independent. As Coleman (1988, p. 116) wrote, those who spend their resources, time and effort in improving their knowledge and human capital through tertiary education are profited in numerous forms: “in the form of a higher understanding of the surrounding world – in short, all the benefits that schooling brings to a person”.

The participation of women in higher education brings them greater economic independence. For example, a study on higher education and women’s empowerment in Pakistan by Malik and Courtney (2011) found that the basis of economic self-reliance of women may be formed by equipping themselves with knowledge gained from tertiary education. The study results indicated that 62% of respondents stated that they have full control over their earnings (ibid):

“Nothing is more important in life than having your own money... You can achieve this only by having a good degree and then a respectable job, which would eventually improve your social status in society” (Malik & Courtney, 2011, p. 37).

Educated women are able to greatly control their incomes. This in sequence increases their self-reliance and shapes a basis of communication and personal development. Significantly, the consequences illustrate that eventually, monetary independence of women benefits their family and particularly their children (Malik & Courtney, 2011):

“I am so happy that I am not dependent on any man for my living and I don’t intend to be.... My earnings are my own, though I spend it mostly on household needs as my husband’s income is not enough and I want to give the best to my children” (Malik & Courtney, 2011, p. 37).
Increasing women’s access to schooling will then build their capacity, due to women performing a greater role within a family and a community. Furthermore, tertiary educated women feel boosted in communicating their perspectives, they are more likely to be respected and their notions are progressively admired (Malik & Courtney, 2011):

“A few years back, my opinion was not taken into consideration ... my parents call me when they need advice; they share their problems with me and want suggestions to resolve them. This really gives me confidence. I feel valued ... I’m not sure of the reason for this change ... but I think it’s because of my education” (Malik & Courtney, 2011, p. 38).

In short, higher education attainment provides a lot of benefits to women only does it increase their knowledge and professional skills, but it also empowers women to be more confident. With knowledge and confidence, women are more independent and more likely to generate and manage their own income. This also brings advantages to their family and their children.

2.4.2. Tertiary education in Southeast Asia

In Southeast Asia, it has been emphasised that tertiary education’s role is to provide quality university graduates adept in the skills required for the knowledge-based-economy (Syamco, 2013). In 2015, there were approximately 7,400 higher education institutions in Southeast Asia – a high number, but needed to produce the skills and education levels required for a rapidly growing region (Gajaseni, 2015). However, access and equity concerns persist in every Southeast Asian nation (Songkaeo & Yeong, 2016). The Bruneian government, as just one regional example, has acknowledged that seats at public universities are limited, so the government enhances private education to play an increasing role in serving the high demand (ibid).

However, many higher education institutions in the ASEAN region have a limited budget. In most countries, tertiary education is allocated less than one percent of Gross National Product (GNP) (Tilak, 2003). In a few developing counties such as Myanmar and Laos higher education institutions receive less than 0.2 per cent of GNP (ibid). The MDGs and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) also put a strong focus on basic literacy and primary education, and aid funding is directed to this rather than tertiary education. Tertiary education, generally, is funded by the government in most societies (ibid).
However, there has been a gradual decrease in government funding on tertiary education, in recent years. Several changes are influencing this trend including the introduction of student loans, funding grants, and related cost-recovery measures, along with scholarships (Ziderman & Albrecht, 1995). Presently, various universities are making several innovations in the mobilisation of non-governmental funding as both public and private universities are also needing to generate resources by themselves (Tilak, 2001). As a result, most public and private universities generate resources from enrollment fees and school services. It is in turn a burden for students to be responsible for enrollment fees and school services.

Tertiary education situations and systems differ across the 10 member nations of ASEAN depending on the levels of economic growth, geographical sub-region, population, and religions and cultures. Levels of economic growth are likely to influence the situation and quality of education. For instance, Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar are on the list of low-income countries. The present situations of tertiary education in these countries are of high demand in terms of enrollment requirements, but limitations of resources to support this demand, lack of relevance of institutions in light of the changing requirements of the knowledge economy, and a lack of skilled faculty and staff (Gajaseni, 2015). On access to higher levels of education, the requirements for entrance and the quality of secondary education both should be considered. The Cambodian government, for example, acknowledges that students need a more flexible path to enter higher education, and the secondary schooling curriculum should provide fundamental knowledge for students to enter a higher education institution (ADB, 2012).

In some countries of Southeast Asia, the management of higher education seems to be deficient (Tilak, 2003). Tilak’s study, for example, noted that the management of the education system in Vietnam was broadly recognized to be deficient in the late 1990s/early 2000s (2003). The management of the tertiary education system was recognised to be poor, even in respect of high level official policy documents: remarking the shortage of a single point of authority and that in most district and provincial offices authorities were insufficiently trained for the roles they take charge of (Symaco, 2013). However, while there are some existing regional studies on higher education investment and management and a few focused on learning and teaching quality, it seems there is limited research relating to social and cultural impacts of tertiary education.
An exception from outside of Southeast Asia is entitled “Is equal access to higher education in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa achievable by 2030?” by Ilie and Rose (2016). This study provides some information on women’s access to tertiary education in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. The research found that the number of women enrolled in tertiary education in the two regions was less than men. Young men are less likely to attend tertiary education than young women, globally (ibid). Despite this fact, in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, this model is in contrast: for every 100 enrolled young men in South Asia, there are 81 young women; while for every 100 enrolled young men in sub-Saharan Africa, there are only 64 young women (UNESCO, 2015). The report of UNESCO on “Global Monitoring Report 2015: Education for All 2000–2015: Achievements and challenges” also noted that in these countries, the poorest were least likely to get access to higher education (ibid). The report also mentions that gender gaps are reinforced by wealth gaps: the poorest young women are most likely to be excluded from tertiary education (ibid). In short, in tertiary education gender disparities are high – young men typically pursue tertiary education before their female peers. It is also notable that the cost of enrollment in tertiary education is also more expensive than enrollment at elementary or secondary level (Jacobs, 1996). When the cost of education is high parents may decide to allow sons to continue to study, but not their daughters (Sutherland, 1988).

2.4.3. Women and access to education

For both males and females, participation in education is highest at primary, lower at secondary, and lowest at tertiary levels (Stromquist, 1989). The number of male students in the school system is higher than female students, and the gap rises in the higher levels of education (Buvinic et al., 1984). However, optimistically, there has been positive progress in gender equality, as cross-the-board enlargement of educational opportunities has been achieved, especially where female disadvantage was more prominent (UNESCAP, 2014). For example, in South and Southwestern Asia, there has been an increase in the gender parity index for the net enrollment rate in primary education, from 0.84 in 2000 to 1.0 in 2012, illustrating the development in just over a decade in educational opportunities for girls (ibid).

In some countries, gender disparity remains a challenge, despite general improvements across the region (UNESCAP, 2014). For example, in Pakistan there were 74 girls to every 100 boys in secondary school, in Laos 92 girls to every 100 boys, and in Iran 95 girls to every 100 boys. These statistics illustrate the necessity to develop the
opportunities for educating girls in these nations (ibid). McCowan (2007, p. 582) notes that “there must be sufficient places so that all members of society who so desire, and who have a minimum level of preparation, can participate in higher education”. A number of studies on women and tertiary education found that wage and employment discrimination, cultural and religious values, household financial status, parental aspirations for children, distance to school, and various other school factors influence access to tertiary education of girls (King & Hill, 1993; Jacobs, 1996) – some of these are elaborated on below.

2.4.3.1. Limitations of the number of schools
Tertiary institutions being located far from students’ place of home residence might impact on decision-making regarding women and tertiary education. As most tertiary education institutions in Southeast Asia are located in a town or a big city, it is inevitable that many who want to study will have to be away from their hometown. This might create parental worries about girls’ safety and the loss of daughter’s time for household chores. Beckett and O'Connell (1976), for example, conducted a survey of all female students in a northern Nigerian University and found that parents of Muslim girls were “afraid that education would spoil them” and that as many as 90% of the girls reported pressure to marry young.

School attendance might also be disrupted by poor road conditions and bad weather (Symaco, 2013). For example in rural areas of Vietnam, young people, particularly girls, may be needed to spend time assisting at home rather than spend time on study and travel (ibid). In the countryside, parents are perhaps less conscious of the importance of more education for their children, and they are definitely less likely to be generating high incomes (UNICEF, 2010).

2.4.3.2. Social norms
*Social norms impact on wage discrimination*
Wage discrimination in employment might be another obstacle for women’s access to higher education. For example, research about women’s education in developing countries focusing in East Asia (King & Hill, 1993) found that wage structures tend to favor men. The study showed that, in 1985, women in South Korea earned less than half of what men earned, in Singapore about two-thirds, and in Hong Kong around three-quarters (ibid). Men are more valued than women, in accordance with the traditional
division of labour in the household. Because women normally participate in household
tasks and/or the household businesses, they need less official education, while men are
recognised as the most essential earners (Maertens, 2013). As long as bias exists, women
are less keen to contest than men for employment and in the promotion period (Babcock & Laschever, 2003). These male-female wage ratios influence parents’ traditional bias
against educating their daughters and also discourage the daughters themselves
(Maertens, 2013; Sutherland, 1988). When unemployment becomes widespread, a widely
held view is that "women should withdraw into their homes and leave the available posts
for men; men are seen as the breadwinners, leaving women as earners of supplementary
income" (Sutherland, 1988, p. 486). Given the pervasiveness of such attitudes, women
have less motivation to pursue careers.

**Restrictive cultures**

Restrictive cultures can also hinder women’s access to education. Jacobs (1996) states,
for example, that the requirement that boys and girls join separate schools can decrease
access for girls in some traditional Muslim societies. The study on higher education and
women’s empowerment in Pakistan by Malik and Courtney (2011) also illustrates that
women in Pakistan are subject to an array of psychological and social hindrances that
limit their progress and lessen their ability to use opportunities to improve their abilities.
In addition, Haque (2005) demonstrates how societal models in Pakistan have power over
women’s social mobilities to a very huge extent. For example, women lack both the
confidence and the expertise to put themselves forward encourage themselves in a social
situation where they would have chances to learn and improve their skills as they have
normally been subject to limitations throughout their rearing. Malik and Courtney (2011)
noted that women in Pakistan have to obey restrictive cultures and that parents are also
strict with daughters on respect for culture.

**Gender bias in decision-making**

Decision-making around women’s roles and girls’ access to education might be made by
others. For example, the study on higher education and women’s empowerment in
Pakistan found that women’s lives are governed by family for the most part of their lives
(Malik & Courtney, 2011). Husbands and in-laws decide matters on women’s behalf and
take over all the controls after marriage, as well as all significant situations were also
decided by their fathers, when they were young. In short, in the family, the male members
take charge of the female members’ life, including their marriage, education and
profession. Furthermore, males may also take control of how many children a woman should have in some cases (ibid). With regards to higher education, 51% of students cited that they have to gain the approval of their family to study in tertiary education. Furthermore, the details of the interviews also illustrate that other family members also always participate in other decisions of women such as subjects to study, kind of university and place to stay during student life in a university (ibid).

**Household characteristics**

Household characteristics, such as family size, parents’ education and occupation, and the household’s economic conditions, are some of the main influences of women’s access to tertiary education in developing countries (King & Hill, 1993).

**Family size** has an impact on the time consumed on household chores by girls and women (Momsen, 1991). The burden of women’s responsibilities is influenced to a large degree by the size and character of the household (ibid). Most men have more free time and work shorter hours than women (ibid). Families with many small children demand much time of women in childcare. If there are older siblings who are able to help the mother, she may not want them to do so if it means stopping their chance to participate in schooling (ibid). According to King and Hill (1993) women receive less individual attention and resources from parents when they are in large families than when they are in small families. In addition, large families might not be able to support all of their children to attend school.

**Parents’ occupation** is also proven to be a main factor in their children’s educational attainment, especially for girls. The higher parents’ occupations are ranked, the greater the likelihood that their daughters will go to school (Hermalin, Seltzer, & Lin, 1982). Hermalin et al. (1982) conclude that females whose fathers had white-collar jobs tend to have significantly more schooling than those whose fathers had blue-collar jobs. As a more specific example, in both the Philippines and Indonesia, children of farmers have much less education than others. The below quote from China highlights the situation:

“When I grow up I’d like to get a good job but I don’t think we’ll be able to because we’re very poor. My parents have to pay more than 2000 yuan a year for my brother to go to middle school. My grandfather is the village leader, but they
won’t be able to afford to pay for me to go too. They’d like both of us to go, but they can’t afford it. They can only afford to pay for one” (Terry, 2007, p. 109).

2.5. The international agenda for higher education and women’s empowerment

Amongst the main goals of the United Nations (UN) and other humanitarian organisations are gender equality and women’s empowerment (Malik & Courtney, 2011). The issues relating to women’s empowerment and gender equality have been discussed within international dialogue such as the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (UN, 1996), the United Nations’ Millennium Declaration (UN, 2000) and the subsequently formulated MDGs (UN, 2001; UNDP, 2008; World Bank, 2003). The UN made a decision on the narrower target on MDG3 as “Eliminating gender disparity in primary and secondary education preferably by 2005 and in all levels of education no later than 2015”. This was due to MDG3 being so difficult and broad as it was to “promote gender equality and empower women” (Terry, 2007, p. 6). Following its absence from the Education for All framework and Millennium Development Goals, the post-2015 SDGs consist of a particular goal in respect of tertiary education, namely that: ‘by 2030 ensure equal access for all women and men to affordable quality technical, vocational and tertiary education, including university’” (Ilie & Rose, 2016, p. 436; UN, 2015).

Gajaseni (2015) has considered the ASEAN tertiary education situation from the report of the ASEAN 2015 Higher Education Forum. He has noted that there will be highly qualified human resources in the future ASEAN community. The tertiary education institutions will perform a meaningful role equipping young male and female students with “good heads” (analytical, critical, creative, decisive skills), “big hearts” (ethical and moral minded), and “skillful hands” (technical skills) (p. 9). Low/low middle income countries such as Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar are focusing on increasing student enrollment, system enlargement, policy reform, infrastructure improvement, and quality guarantee implementation and development (Gajaseni, 2015). Overall, it appears that most education policy in Southeast Asia is general in nature, or if gender-focused, about access to education in general. Very little policy in Southeast Asia is focused on women’s access to tertiary education.

2.6. Summary

This chapter explained the current situation of women regarding education and specifically tertiary education. In short, a gender gap still exists. Enhancing women’s
educational attainment, including in higher education, is important for gender gap reduction. However, some higher education institutions still face issues of limited budget, insufficient staff and facilities and outdated curriculum – especially in higher education in Southeast Asia. This chapter also highlighted the obstacles women encounter when looking to access education – including financial status, family characteristics, and social norms. However, there is limited regional and Laotian research on women’s motivation and behavior regarding higher education as well as on women’s access to tertiary education. The next section of this thesis will introduce the Laos context of the research – including education, women, and culture in Laos.
Chapter 3: Economic development, education and women in Laos

3.1. Introduction
This chapter will focus on the Lao context, including economic development, education and women. The chapter starts with a profile of Laos, including the development situation, women and economic development, society and cultures, politics, and a Vientiane profile. The next section will explain education in Laos, initiating with an education profile, and continuing with an overview of the education system, education management, gender in education, and women and education policies. The last section will mention the current situation of tertiary education in Laos.

3.2. Lao profile
Laos is a small country, located in Southeast Asia, surrounded by five neighbouring countries: China, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, and Cambodia (Lao Statistics Bureau, 2016). The total area of the country is 236,800 square kilometres (WHO, 2014) and three-quarters of the country is plateau and mountains. The poverty rate in these areas is still high, as social services, including health and education, are more challenging to provide (MPI & UNDP, 2009). Improving infrastructure and road construction to access rural areas is a key goal of the Government of Laos in reducing poverty (Lao Statistics Bureau, 2016). At present, less than 60 percent of rural dwellers have access to roads (ibid).
Figure 3.1: Political map of Lao PDR
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3.2.1. Development situation

Laos is officially a Least Developed Countries (LDC), ranking 21 among the 47 Least Developed Countries around the world (UNCTAD, 2017). Poverty still remains, although the rate has slightly decreased from 27.6 percent to 23.2 percent from 2008 to 2013 (UNDP, 2017a). The poverty rate is higher in rural areas than in urban areas because of the poor access to economic opportunities in the rural areas (World Bank, 2012). Currently, Lao economic development is making satisfactory progress. In 2016, the gross domestic product (GDP) per capita reached US$ 2,408. The share of GDP by major sector consisted of 44 percent in services, 37 percent in industry, and 17 percent in agriculture (Lao Statistics Bureau, 2017). The GDP growth rate was seven percent (ibid). The Government of Laos has a long-term overarching goal to graduate from the list of LDCs by 2020. It is hoped that this goal will be achieved with conservation of the country’s politics, economy, society and cultures (Phetsiriseng, 2009).

Lao economic growth over the last decade has been among the fastest in Southeast Asia (ADB, 2017). However, the growth seems not to benefit the poor as the growth comes from industrial activities such as mining and hydropower (Soukkaseum, 2017). These activities create few jobs for the poor, unlike the agricultural and fisheries sectors (ADB, 2017). The share of the agricultural and fisheries sectors in GDP, the main activities of the Lao population, especially for the rural residents, are still important although they have started to shift. In 2005, the percentage of the employed population in agriculture and fisheries was 76.6%, services and trade was 15.6% and construction and industry was just 7.7%, according to the official estimates of Lao Labour Market Indicators 2001-2003 (Phetsiriseng, 2009). Additionally, the Lao Labour Market Indicators 2001-2003 reported that the percentage of the employed population in self-employment was at 56 %, and in unpaid family work was 26 % (Onphanhdala & Suruga, 2006). Therefore, the majority of the Lao population are farmers, self-employed and unpaid workers. They seem less involved in industries and services sectors that demand educated and skilled labour.

Lao has the youngest population compared to other ASEAN countries, with the population aged 14 years or younger accounting for 32 percent. On the other hand, 64 percent of the total population is at working age (aged 15-64) (ILO, 2017a). The total Lao population is estimated to rise by 38 percent, from 6.4 million to 7.8 million, between 2010 to 2030 (ibid). In addition, in the following decade, it is projected that there will be around 96,000 young people added to the workforce every year (ibid). The Government
of Laos is focused on how to enhance these young men and women to be better prepared with the applicable skills and knowledge to provide full benefits to the country’s development (ibid). Thus, education is a key tool to encourage the young generation to be equipped with more knowledge and skills.

3.2.2. Women and economic development

In Lao society, Lao women are customarily responsible for rice milling, weaving, handicraft production and small-scale trading (ADB, 2004). Females commonly are at the lower rungs of the labour market (UNDP, 2015). The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), for example, reports that women represent 64 percent of the elementary occupations including in the services, shops, and market sales workers (2015). Women have a limited industrial role, in the management of agricultural contributions and capital, even though they represent the majority of workers in the agricultural sector (ibid). Moreover, only 23 percent of employers are women. Their businesses are often small and medium enterprises (ibid). Women represent 65 percent of unpaid workers for the family (ibid). For example, females are typically involved in various tasks and also often start working at an early age (ibid). UNDP (2015) reports that females spend four times more time than males on housework each day (female 2.6 hours and male 0.6 hours). Conversely, men are the majority of professionals, senior government officials and holders of senior positions in other sectors (ibid). Furthermore, average wages for women are nearly two times lower than for men (ADB, 2004). It is believed that the low share of women in waged employment compared to men is linked to poorer education levels (UNDP, 2015). In summary, women equally share working, but their conditions of working and payment are lower than men.

Wage rates significantly influence the life choices and work of the young generation of Laos (ADB, 2004). Young Lao females can earn a large amount of money from working in nightclubs or beer shops compared to working in a garment factory, although working in night clubs or beer shops brings a high risk of involvement in commercial sex (ibid). Furthermore, many young Lao women decide to migrate to Thailand for work due to the low salaries and limited job opportunities in Laos (ibid). Overall, there are more female than male migrants to Thailand (Phetsiriseng, 2009). Most of the migrants end up with working in small factories, domestic services and brothels where the conditions of working are often exploitative and harsh (ADB, 2004). In 2004, Phetsiriseng (2009) reported that the number of registered Lao migrants in Thailand was around 181,500
people (with around 100,500 female). In Thailand most Lao migrants work in domestic services (21 percent), agriculture and livestock (20.5 percent), and construction (13 percent) (ibid). Overall, the majority of Lao migrants in Thailand work as labourers, and in other low wage jobs with poor working conditions.

3.2.3. Society and cultures
The Lao population was around 6.86 million in 2017 (World Population Review, 2017). Laos is one of the most ethnically diverse countries in the world (Fox, 2003). The country consists of 49 ethnic groups (Phetsiriseng, 2009). It is divided into four main groups according to similarity of languages used such as Lao-Tai, Mon-Khmer, Sino-Tibetan, and Hmong-Lu Mien (ibid). Lao-Tai is formed of 8 ethnic groups, Mon-Khmer is formed of 32 ethnic groups, Sino-Tibetan is formed of 7 ethnic groups, Hmong-Lu Mien is formed of 2 ethnic groups (ibid). The Lao-Tai ethno-linguistic group is the largest group in Laos, and represents 66.2% of the total national population (ibid). The Lao-Tai language, given their dominance, became the Lao official language in 1953 (Enfield, 2006). This language has been used in main economic activities, administration and education.

Laos officially has freedom of religion, meaning all citizens have freedom to believe in any religion (Ngaosyvathn, 1990). Buddhism, Christianity, Islam and the Bahai Faith are the four religions that are officially recognised by the Government of Laos (Department of State, 2015), although Buddhism has the most influence in Lao culture (Dana, 1995). According to the Lao annals, Buddhism has been presented in Laos since the Tenth Century, turning into an official religion in the Fourteenth Century. Although Buddhism is no longer the sole national religion, since 1975 (Ngaosyvathn, 1990) it is generally recognised as the national religion of Laos, especially as the dominant Lao-Tai are followers of Buddhism. In order to entirely assimilate to the country’s unity, most Lao citizens are expected to follow the dominant religion (Phetsiriseng, 2009).

Buddhism has played a significant role in the situation of Lao society and in assuring the continuity of Lao culture (Stuart-Fox & Bucknell, 1982). Buddhist monasteries (wats) and monks are located in almost every village/community, for instance (Dana, 1995). In the past, wats used to be the only schools in Lao society. Thus, most males were expected to be monks at some period of their life (ibid), and study accordingly. In contrast, women did not have a chance either to be a nun or study at a wat (ibid). In the past women were
excluded from Buddhist monastic life. This emphasises that women were placed lower than men (Ngaosyvathn, 1993). Furthermore, traditional beliefs made the position of women difficult as society at large claimed that women represented notions of frailty and submission (ibid). The undertaking of hard work (inside and outside home), and the customs of marriage and courtship, also combined to decrease women’s status in society (ibid).

Laos has one of the top rates of early marriage in the ASEAN region (UNDP, 2015). For example, women marrying before the age of 18 covered one third of the total female population (ibid). Early pregnancy is a regular consequence from early marriage (ibid). Both adolescent birth and early marriage can have a negative effect on livelihood, well-being and educational opportunities for women (ibid). One reason for early marriage might link to parents’ decisions. As Krulfeld (1994) claims, mothers still have a significant decision making role on their children’s marriage. In Laos, traditionally, daughters would live at home or close to their mothers, even after marriage, as daughters would be responsible for their parents when their parents get old. Still, mothers have significant influence on their children’s decisions (ibid), particularly around their daughter’s livelihood and marriage decisions.

3.2.4. Politics

Laos is directed by a Party Congress and led by one party, the Lao People’s Revolutionary Party (LPRP) (Ogawa, 2009). The head of state is the President of Laos, who is elected by a minimum of two thirds of the National Assembly (NA). The NA consists of 40 to 50 members of the legislative body (ibid). The country consists of the capital, Vientiane, and 17 provinces. There are 145 districts and 8,507 villages (Lao Statistics Bureau, 2016). The administrative structure of Lao PDR is leveled into four divisions: central, provincial, district and village levels respectively (Phetsiriseng, 2009). The administration of the municipality provincial and district levels are managed by governors at each level, and at the village level by the village chief/head (ibid). Even though Article Two of the Constitution states that “the state of the Lao People's Democratic Republic is a People's Democratic State. All powers are of the people, by the people and for the interests of the multi-ethnic people of all strata in society...” (Lao PDR, 1991, p. 2), the administration of government still applies a top-down approach with all executive control persisting with central government from national to provincial, district, and village levels respectively (SaengOuthay, 2015).
Laos has one of the highest proportion of women in national parliament in the region (UNDP, 2017b); almost 27 percent in 2016 (World Bank, 2017). However, within the government, the proportion of females in other decision-making roles is still low at only five percent in 2012 (UNDP, 2015). Very few women hold senior positions in national, provincial, and district offices (ADB, 2004). In 2000, only around 34,000 out of around 90,000 civil servants were women, and women formed only 1.6 percent of village deputy chiefs and 1.2 percent of village chiefs (ibid). Women seem to be represented in committees and organisations dealing with cultural and social issues, while dealing security, legal and economic issues are mostly men’s responsibilities (ibid). As a participatory poverty assessment (PPA) survey conducted in 2000 with support from Asian Development Bank (ADB) found, men are the key decision makers, even though women have some involvement in family and community decision making (ibid). Overall, the number of Lao women in parliament reaches the government goal, but the participation in other leadership levels has been making slow progress.

3.2.5. Vientiane capital profile

Vientiane is located in the middle of the country on the left bank of the Mekong River and it covers an area of approximately 3,583 square kilometres (Sharifi, Chiba, Okamoto, Yokoyama, & Murayama, 2014). Its total population is about 783,000 in 2017 (World Population Review, 2017). Vientiane is governed by the Mayor of the Capital, who holds the rank of provincial governor and is appointed by the President (Rafiqui & Gentile, 2009). Vientiane consists of nine districts and district chiefs govern each district (ibid). There are nearly 499 villages within the administration of Vientiane (ibid).
The level of development and business activity in Vientiane is far greater than other provinces because it is the centre of economy, politics and culture of the country (Onphanhdala & Suruga, 2006). Over the past two decades, Vientiane has benefited from what has been called “the golden era of economic and social movements of Laos” (Vongpraseuth & Choi, 2015, p. 792). This is because many international events have been held that have brought various new changes in the capital. For instance, the Tenth ASEAN Summit in 2004; the Southeast Asian Games (SEA Games) in 2009; the great celebrations of the 450th anniversary of Vientiane in 2010; the Asia and Europe Meeting (ASEM) in 2012; and the 2015 ASEAN Economic Community (AEC Summit) (ibid). These major events have enhanced the development of Vientiane in many respects. Vientiane’s growth has been reflected in the dramatic increase in GDP per capita of Vientiane from US$135 to US$ 1,320 from 1986 to 2011 (ibid). Vientiane has the biggest labour market within Laos (ibid). Migration from other provinces to Vientiane has been high, with around 51,000 migrants arriving between 2005 and 2015 (Lao Statistics Bureau, 2016). Competition for jobs is high. Consequently, a person with a better educational background and more experience is more likely to get a better job in an international organisation and in a private enterprise (Onphanhdala & Suruga, 2006). Contrastingly, poorly educated people seem to be far from getting better job
opportunities. Thus, a higher education level seems to open more chances for people in Vientiane to gain a better job and a good pay.

3.3. Education in Laos

3.3.1. Laos education profile

Human development and education development are the keys in the national socio-economic development plans of the Government of Laos to graduate from the list of Least Developed Countries by 2020 (MoES, 2015). The Ministry of Education and Sports (MoES) has also planned the general target for the Education Sector Development Plan (ESDP) 2016-2020 as follows: “The Education and Sports Sector in Lao PDR is appropriately structured and resourced to create opportunity for all Lao citizens to have equitable access to quality education and sports and to benefit from socio-economic development in order for the Lao PDR to be eligible to graduate from least developed country status by 2020” (MoES, 2015, p. 8). The plan emphasised equitable access to quality education for all people in Laos. There are also many other policies and planning documents aiming to improve the quality of and access to basic education and to support employment and income-generation, including the National Growth and Poverty Eradication Strategy (NGPES), Education for All - National Plan for Action 2003-2015, National Education System Reform Strategy 2006-2015 (NESRS), Education for All Mid-Decade Assessment (October 2008), and Teacher Education Strategy 2006-2015 (ibid).

While education development is in progress, disparities of wealth, gender, and ethnicity still impact on the distribution of education services (SaengOuthay, 2015). The dropout rate persists in every level of education, and increases at the higher levels. For instance, in 2014 the completion rate of Grade 5 remained low at approximately 78 percent while the net enrollment proportion in primary education is almost 100 percent. In addition, the gross enrollment rate is higher than the gross graduation rate in secondary education (UNDP, 2017b). Additionally, insufficient and incomplete schools, low quality of learning and teaching, the direct and opportunity costs of schooling for families, and deficient funding into school quality investment are causes of low education enrollment (ibid). Hence, there are many barriers that the government has to reduce in order to achieve the education policy goals.
3.3.2. Education system

The education system of Laos is composed of four education levels: pre-school (crèche and kindergarten); primary and secondary schooling including primary education (five years), lower secondary education (four years), and upper secondary education (three years); technical and vocational education and training; and higher education (Dorner & Gorman, 2011; Lao PDR, 2007).

Early childhood education (ECE) (first education level)

From 2011 to 2015 there has been a great improvement in ECE as a consequence of applying the policy on extending access to education through pre-primary and community-based school readiness programmes with the encouragement of development partners (MoES, 2015). The numbers of school children, classrooms and teachers have increased. Meeting targets, in 2015, 66 percent of five-year-old children were in ECE, and 43 percent of 3 to 5 year olds were enrolled (ibid). However, the quality of learning and teaching in rural areas has not been taken into consideration as it is shown that preschools have not yet expanded to the rural areas of many provinces (ibid). The limitation of learning facilities, insufficient teachers, and lack of community and other stakeholders’ contribution to ECE are the main causes of the slow expansion of preschools in some rural areas (ibid).

Primary education (second education level)

Primary education is acknowledged as the most significant education level in Laos (MoES, 2011). A Prime Minister’s Decree stated “primary education is the first level of general education, and includes 5 years of schooling. It establishes the basic educational level that should be attained by all Lao citizens” (MoES, 2011; Phetsiriseng, 2009, p. 269). In the academic year 2014 to 2015, the registration rate of primary education has satisfactorily risen compared to the past five years (MoES, 2015). In contrast, the high repetition and dropout rates still persist, particularly in Grades 1 and 2. However, in 2014 to 2015, there was reduction of the repetition rate in Grade 1. The reduction was around two to three percent; still far away from target plans (ibid).

The quality of teachers in primary school remains low. Nearly half of primary school teachers do not meet qualification requirements (SaengOuthay, 2015). For instance, the Education for All mid-decade assessment report, by the MoES in 2008, found that 35 percent of primary school teachers have limited training, while 11.6 percent have no
training attainment at all (MoES, 2008a). Primary education is free of charge, as mentioned in the reviewed Education Law in 2008 (MoES, 2008b); however, it seems to vary in practice as many school administrators continually request so-called cash support from students for school maintenance (SaengOuthay, 2015).

**Secondary education (second education level)**

In Laos, there were changes in the structure of secondary schooling in 2009. It was transformed from a six year system (3 plus 3) to a seven year system (4 plus 3), as a result of the education law revised by the National Education System Reform Strategy (NESRS) and the Education Sector Development Framework (ESDF). The lower secondary gross enrollment rate (GER) has now increased. From 2011 to 2015, the GER in lower secondary education has risen from 63 percent to 78 percent (MoES, 2015). However, in 2013, only 33.4 percent were enrolled in upper secondary education (MoES, 2013). These figures show that the transition rates from lower to upper secondary school are greatly imbalanced (SaengOuthay, 2015).

The Government of Laos and international agencies have committed to investments in infrastructure, the procurement of teaching and learning equipment, and capacity building for school staff and teachers (MoES, 2015). However, there is still the need for more improvement alongside the increase in the number of students. Some issues in lower secondary education still persist such as overcrowding in some schools, poorly trained and insufficient teachers and school staff, and insufficient facilities (ibid). With regard to facilities in secondary schools, dormitories, libraries, laboratories, teaching-learning materials, and textbooks still need further investment (ibid). Upper secondary education also faces similar problems. In addition, the subjects related to the sciences, namely physical education, natural sciences, and international and communication technology (ICT), are limited in upper secondary education (ibid). These issues affecting secondary education combine to limit the potential of students to continue to higher levels of education.

**Technical and vocational education and training (third education level)**

Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) provides post-secondary education (SaengOuthay, 2015). TVET has been gradually developed every year with cooperation between the Government of Laos, development partners, and the private
sector. The cooperation focuses on investment in infrastructure (MoES, 2015). In 2015, there were 145 TVET schools in Laos. These consisted of 76 private vocational educational institutions, 23 vocational education institutions under the management of the MoES, another 23 vocational education institutions under other ministries or sectors, eight colleges, six integrated technical and vocational schools, five technical and vocational schools, two integrated vocational schools, and two institutions (ibid). The enrollment rate of TVET has also risen from 20,886 (females: 7,717) to 23,248 (females: 8,848), from 2012 to 2014 (ibid).

Many factors have combined to achieve a great improvement in TVET enrollment rates. Firstly, TVET institutions have been developed in terms of infrastructure, dormitories, and learning and teaching materials, through development partners’ support (MoES, 2015), resulting in more available places and facilities to receive more new students. Secondly, the tertiary education reform in 2011 has led to a decrease in the numbers enrolling in universities, with the suspension of some bachelor degrees offered by private institutions (ibid). Thirdly, scholarships for students have received more funding through development partners’ support (ibid), allowing the number of scholarship students to increase.

Overall, the number of private post-secondary, and non-tertiary institutions has increased significantly. However, these new institutions are able to provide only two or three years of schooling, with few and similar programmes. Popular programmes are Business Administration, English, Hospitality and Tourism and Computer Sciences (Phommalangsy, 2013). This leads to too many graduates in the same programmes, and thus job seeking difficulties. In addition, there is a very low number of students enrolled in agricultural courses, which is much desired by the labour market and is not helped by the low number of private TVET institutions offering agricultural course (MoES, 2015).

**Tertiary education (fourth education level)**

The highest level of education in Laos is tertiary education. This level generally provides three-year higher diploma programmes in educational institutions or a four-year bachelor programmes in universities. Currently, Master’s programmes have just started to be offered by the public universities. PhD programmes are new and are only provided by the National University of Laos (NUOL) (MoES, 2015). Given the very new Master’s and PhD programmes, most Lao students still prefer to continue their postgraduate aboard
under scholarship programmes or their own budget (Phommalangsy, 2013). The Government of Laos, with support from development partners, has worked hard at financing, governance, and strengthened management of higher education systems in order to achieve the goals of increasing equity and access (MoES, 2015). In the 2004 to 2015 academic year there were approximately 36,700 students (16,100 female students or 44 percent) in five public universities (ibid). Female participation had almost reached the Government target of 45 percent (ibid).

Figure 3.3: Education system in Laos
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### 3.3.3. Education management

The Education Law, amended in 2008, noted that the Government of Laos has authority to control the management of education, and to hand on to MoES complete independence in administration and management of education (MoES, 2008b). The MoES is in charge of: general planning, formulation and implementation of all policies; developing curriculum; compiling and distributing teaching materials; education finance; human resource management within the education system; and the governance of all education quality for both public and private education divisions of Lao PDR (Ogawa, 2009). Overall, both public and private education, as well as formal and non-formal education, are under the responsibility of the MoES. Education management is transferred from the central to the local level. Decentralisation starts from MoES to Provincial Education and Sports Departments to District Education and Sport Bureaux respectively (ibid).
Effective education administration and management at all levels has been affected by limited funding (SaengOuthay, 2015). The governors control all financial management in education, along with the finances of a province. Prioritised provinces might gain sufficient budget to mean that education development plans in the province can be smoothly implemented and gain more productive outcomes. In contrast, non-prioritised provinces might have to wait for the support from international organisations (Phommalangsy, 2013). Overall, the education sector gets a low share of national budget distributions. For example, over the fiscal years of 2008-2009 to 2011-2012, the education sector received only 11 to 12 percent of the total national budget (MoES, 2013). However, in the fiscal year 2012-2013, the NA approved allocating 18 percent of the national budget to the education sector (ibid) although this has still not resulted in improved education infrastructure in rural areas and improved teacher salaries (SaengOuthay, 2015).
3.3.4. Gender and education in Laos

Human development in Laos is making progress, yet gender disparity still remains in many parts of the education system. The Lao male average literacy rate is far higher than their female counterparts. In 2000, for instance, an ADB study found that the male literacy rate was 74 percent, but the female literacy rate was only 48 percent (ADB, 2004). Gender gaps are also found in enrollment, dropout rates, and graduation rates (ibid). Moreover, the disparities are wider in higher levels of education. There are several causes of low attendance rates for females, particularly in rural areas, such as distance of school location, language barriers for minority groups, cost of school supplies and clothing, household responsibilities, and parents’ concerns about school quality and safety of girls in schooling (ibid).

Overall, the roles of women and children in the family have not changed a lot between 1975 and at present. Women and children, in both urban or rural areas, and among minorities, are still needed at home for family work. Consequently, a high dropout rate of children has been found in primary education (Lao PDR, 1989). The situation is worse for poor rural girls. The study on ‘schooling, poverty and disadvantage in the Lao People’s Democratic Republic’ by King and van de Walle (2007) found that poor rural girls spend fewer hours in school than working (the average was 5.3 hours a day working). They found that female labour in rural areas is nearly equally separated between on-farm agricultural work (2.0 to 2.2 hours per day) and domestic work (2.0 to 2.5 hours per day). Conversely, rural boys spend less time than girls on household tasks. They spend 1.7 to 2.1 hours a day on farming and one hour on fishing and hunting (ibid).

Girls from ethnic minority groups, poor families, and agricultural worker families find it harder to access schooling, and have higher dropout rates (Lao PDR, 1989). Even poor parents still have to pay for their children’s education. King and van de Walle (2007) report that, for example, the cost of primary education per student is 16 percent of per capita household expenditure in urban areas and nine percent in rural areas. They also found that secondary education consumes around 21 to 22 percent of per capita household expenditure in both rural and urban areas. There are various costs that students’ parents have to meet. King and van de Walle (2007) note that students’ parents’ spend for textbooks and materials is 20 to 25 percent per capita household expenditure in rural areas. While in urban areas students’ parents’ spend for transportation, meals, and lodging is around 21 percent per capita household expenditure. Family expenditure to support
education increases with the level of education (ibid). Overall, the main causes of school dropout are the lack of financial support but also supporting a family by doing household tasks, and even working outside a home in order to earn more income for supporting a family. Education for girls has regularly been a secondary priority for children’s schooling in Laos (Lao PDR, 1989).

Social norms on gender responsibilities within the household lead to some bias associated with girls’ education. In addition, social norms also perceive that girls are less likely to get employment opportunities in the future (King & van de Walle, 2007). This decreases the chances of girls’ education. Ultimately, according to traditional perspectives, parents prefer boys to have more education than girls (ibid). Overall, gender-role stereotyping and traditional perceptions keep girls and women in subordinate positions and exclude them from equality in respect of economic opportunities and accessing education; even though Lao legalisation provides for equal rights for women (Edwards & Girgis, 2015).

3.3.5. Women, education and policies
Internationally, investment in girls’ education is predicted to improve economic and human development (Edwards & Girgis, 2015). The Government of Laos and MoES prioritise women’s literacy and girls/women having equal access to all levels of schooling for economic and human development. This is illustrated in the National Socio-Economic Development Plan 2006-2010: “to improve the education of the whole population it is necessary to concentrate on equitable access, quality, relevance and management of education. Increasing primary school attendance and literacy rates particularly for people in under-served areas, such as ethnic peoples, children with specials needs and girls, is an important foundation step ... Accessibility to quality secondary education has to be improved to raise the number of students entering and completing secondary education and hence going on to a third level education” (MoES, 2008c, p. 12). The goals have been continued in the next National Strategy and Plan of Action on Inclusive Education 2011–2015. This strategy also deals with the issues of gender inequality in schooling, as well as inequality associated with being urban or rural, with ethnicity, and with poverty (Edwards & Girgis, 2015).

Furthermore, Millennium Development Goal 3 for Laos also focused on improvements in gender equality; particularly on improving the rights of all children and adolescent people to access education, raising awareness of gender equality and women’s rights, and
supporting women to increase opportunities to claim their rights in unfair cases (MoES, 2015). At present, SDG 4 (equal education) and SDG 5 (gender equality) have followed the MDGs (UN, 2017a). However, most of the policies and practice related to enhancing girls’ education have been pushed by international organisations and other countries’ recommendations, while there have been very few activities initiated by the Government of Laos themselves. Thus, Lao authorities and international agencies have to work together to ensure policies and programmes are appropriate for the country’s unique, multi-ethnic context.

3.4. Tertiary education

The Government of Laos priorities are in the basic education sector, primary and secondary education, rather than tertiary education. However, the country is beginning to realise the significance of reinforcement of the post-basic education in parallel with emphasis on higher education due to globalisation and the introduction of the knowledge economy (Ogawa, 2009). Therefore, the government has to guarantee that both basic and academic education are established in a well-balanced education system (ibid). The MoES assigns the Department of Higher Education to take charge of the management and coordination of the higher education sector (ibid).

Investment from the government in higher education focuses on construction and rehabilitation of infrastructure for five public universities, including new buildings, teaching-learning facilities, science research and technical services (MoES, 2015). At present, higher education in Laos consists of: five public universities, namely National University of Laos (NUOL) (established in 1996), Champasak University (CU) (established in 2002), Souphanouvong University (SU) (established in 2003), University of Health Science in Lao PDR (established in 2007), and Savannakhet University (SKU) (established in 2009) (Ogawa, 2009); five teacher training centre (TTC); and 83 private higher institutions (Takita, 2010). Higher education offers academic, professional, and technical courses for upper secondary education graduates (ibid). It offers 3-year higher education, and 4- to 6-year bachelor’s degree programmes (Ogawa, 2009).

Gross enrollment in higher education was only nine percent in 2006 (Takita, 2010). From that time enrollment rates in tertiary education have continually increased, in part due to rising secondary school attendance and increasing demand for vocational training or tertiary education (UNDP, 2015). Given the demand, registration rates in universities are
actually over the target goal of the ESDF Policy Planning in 2015 (MoES, 2011), causing overcrowding and the need to teach some programmes at weekends (ibid).

Responding to demand, private tertiary institutions have expanded to receive a large number of students. However, these institutions offer a poor quality of education as they focus more on quantity rather than quality (MoES, 2011). Most new private higher education institutions (HEIs) are unregulated (Siharath, 2010), and there is poor coordination between higher education administrations in the public and private sectors (MoES, 2015). In addition, private higher education authorities have low capacity in respect of leadership, administrative management, planning and implementation (ibid). Overall, it is the urgent responsibility of the Government to produce standards and quality assurance procedures to ensure the quality of the private HEIs (Siharath, 2010). Moreover, it is also important to consider the association between quality standards and the demands of the labour market during the development of a regulatory framework for private HEIs (ibid).

Tertiary education planning is currently out of alignment with human resources development and socio-economic development plans (MoES, 2011). Siharath (2010), for example, found that there is no available survey on labour market projections in order to gauge the implementation of higher education systems or planning. He also noted that 93 percent of the labour force work in unpaid family labour and own businesses, and only seven percent are formal employees in public and private offices (ibid). Overall, most students in higher education are interested in the programmes that they think will help them to easily find a job and gain high salaries (MoES, 2015). Unfortunately, higher education curricula and textbooks are out of date (Siharath, 2010) and not consistent with the demands of the labour market (MoES, 2015). As a result, the abilities of graduate students do not always meet employers’ demand. In addition, results from employer surveys and reports from students who graduated from HEIs in 2014 suggest that some graduates are still lacking management and professional skills (ibid).

Another factor that leads to the poor quality of higher education is limited qualifications of staff and lecturers in higher education institutes in both the public and private sectors. University lecturers in Laos have a scarcity of scientific knowledge when compared with other countries (Rehbein, 2007). Lecturers with PhD degrees are at less than five percent, which is usually the minimum standard for western university teachers (ibid). In addition,
there are insufficient lecturers in private HEIs, and most are only guest lecturers from public HEIs (MoES, 2015). Because of the low wages paid to academic staff, public HEIs have difficulties keeping experienced and proficient academic officers, leaving public HEIs with mainly young, less experienced, and unqualified staff (Siharath, 2010). In addition, the government budget for public HEIs is only for staff salaries and administrative work, meaning funds for professional development is very limited (MoES, 2015).

Equitable access to tertiary education also still needs to be addressed (Takita, 2010). For example, attendance of ethnic minority groups is low (ibid). In addition, there remains a large number of students not progressing to tertiary education (ibid). Takita (2010) reports, for instance, that during the academic year 2006 to 2007, of the 44,762 graduates of upper secondary schools, only 18,850 continued to higher education, even with the recent expansion in the sector. The obstacles to secondary and higher schooling include the financial costs that bear upon families (related to the lack of scholarships, costs of transportation and the poor quality of public education) and the remoteness of many communities which makes daily commuting to school impossible (UNFPA, 2015).

3.5. Summary
Laos remains a Least Developed Country (LDC) and the priority goal of the Government is to graduate from LDC status by 2020. Strong recent economic growth may enable this goal. Strongest growth is in the industrial sector, although the poor and women are not benefiting significantly. Family and cultural expectations still impact on women’s roles. Women, for example, are expected to work for families, leaving education early, and developing working skills is a second priority.

Education in Laos has been facing many issues, including poor quality learning and teaching, insufficient and poor quality of staff, and limited funding. Enrollment rates need to be improved. There are high dropout rates from school at all levels, especially for females. Gender gaps still exist, although the government goals are being met at some levels, including tertiary education. The key concerns of this research will focus on women and tertiary education. It will focus on both barriers to and motivations for women regarding access to tertiary education.
Chapter 4: Methodology

4.1. Introduction

This chapter describes the methodology used for the research. It begins by explaining how a feminist theoretical framework was applied to the research. Three feminist perspectives – liberal, radical and socialist feminist - are also presented. Research methods used will then be illustrated including qualitative methods using semi-structured interviews and document reviews of secondary information. The sampling and research participant selection, transcription and data analysis methods used will then be introduced. The location for data collection will be described. Finally, some ethical issues will be raised that I needed to take into consideration before and during fieldwork.

4.2. Feminist theoretical framework

“A feminist theoretical framework addresses the question of women’s subordination to men: how this arose, how and why it is perpetuated, how it might be change and (sometimes) what life would be like without it” (Acker, 1987, p. 421). Feminist research is concerned with the experiences and perceptions of women and seeks to challenge and reverse the imbalances of power that usually exist between participants and the researcher (Kumar, 2011). Further, feminist research in education helps to reveal the ways women’s issues and experiences have traditionally been excluded from research and academia (Skelton, Francis, & Smulyan, 2006). This research will use a feminist lens to examine and analyse the influences on women’s access to tertiary education as feminist theory directly concentrates on women’s issues.

Additionally, the research will examine how family attitudes affect women’s education. Allen and Jaramillo-Sierra (2015, p. 95) suggest that “feminists see families as complex, where love, care, and conflict co-mingle, and members have ambivalent and contradictory emotions about one other”. Therefore, using feminist theory will help me to be more aware of family structures and how families support their family members’ education. The theory will also help me to understand why families, including those in Laos, typically encourage males to study while females have to stay home and do unpaid work. Three feminist perspectives will be applied, liberal, radical and social perspectives.

4.2.1. Liberal feminist theory

Liberal feminist theory was developed largely in response to Western feminists’ concerns regarding gender inequalities in the economic sphere. It was applied to a development
context in the pioneering work of (Boserup, 1970). “Liberal feminist activities are concerned with ensuring that laws and policies do not discriminate against women and that women have equal opportunities in all aspects of life” (Parpart, Connelly, & Barriteau, 2000, p. 116). “The intent of liberal feminists in education is to remove barriers which prevent girls reaching their full potential, whether such barriers are located in the school, the individual psyche or discriminatory labour practices” (Acker, 1987, p. 423). This perspective helps a researcher to be aware of and to consider the existing policies of the Government of Laos and HEIs as they impact on women and their education.

4.2.2. Radical feminist theory
Radical feminist theory has been concerned with the way gender roles have been socially constructed. It is particularly concerned with patriarchy: the system of male domination and oppression. “Radical feminists are engaged in a power struggle with men” (Acker, 1987, p. 421) and they argue that women have less power than men (Stromquist, 1989). “Radical feminists in education have concentrated mainly on the male monopolisation of knowledge and culture and on sexual politics in schools” (Acker, 1987, p. 419). A radical feminist lens in this research supports an analysis of the power imbalance between men and women in families, schools and societies in Laos. This feminist lens helps the researcher to be aware of imbalance in power in a household. It helps to focus on why and how women tend to have responsibilities for household chores that may impact on time spent on schooling.

4.2.3. Socialist feminist theory
Drawing on Marxist theory, socialist feminism focuses on the way capitalism constructs gendered inequalities in the workplace. It highlights the subordination of women through both productive and reproductive labour roles and relationships. “Socialist feminism is based on the belief that the economic and class structure of our society is inherently problematic, which leads to multiple forms of oppression” (Campbell & Wasco, 2000, p. 776). “It interprets the patterns in light of the restricted opportunities for women to participate in the paid labor force as well as the patriarchal power base of the home” (Blieszner, 1993, p. 176). From a socialist feminist perspective, social norms dictate that females are less likely to get outside work, so they do not need to study much, only work and help the family; or if they do seek wage labour, it will be in the low-paid, unskilled segments of the labour force. The social feminist perspective calls attention to the social division of labour in the family as well as in the workplace (Campbell & Wasco, 2000).
This perspective helps to analyse the role of girls and women in a family and within social structures. It also assists us to analyse how and why social norms, with regard to women, impact on the family and women’s decisions regarding their education. Combined, these three feminist perspectives help us to analyse the condition of women and family support to access tertiary education.

Figure 4.5: The linkages between feminist theories and research questions

4.3. Research epistemology

This research focuses on feminist epistemologies. Epistemology is concerned with the way knowledge is created and spread (Creswell, 2013). “Feminist epistemology can be regarded as the branch of social epistemology that investigates the influence of socially constructed conceptions and norms of gender and gender-specific interests and experiences on the production of knowledge” (Anderson, 1995, p. 98). Feminist epistemologies acknowledge the stories of women’s lives as knowledge, and through the process of sharing those stories, they embody an ethic of caring (Campbell & Wasco, 2000). In this research, feminist epistemology assists us to understand how and why gender makes a difference to knowing; how and why gender leads to different perceptions of males’ and females’ education; as well as how and why gender leads to different
treatment of males and females. This understanding and knowledge is gained from real stories and sharing of experiences and the current situation of participants such as women, parents and tertiary education officers in Laos.

4.4. Research methods

This thesis aims to explore and analyse women’s access to tertiary education, by focusing on women’s behaviour, motivations, inspirations, as well as parents’ characteristics (including family size, parents’ education and occupation, division of household chores, and parents’ status) and social norms. The research applies feminist theory. It also draws heavily on qualitative methods because these are consistent with a feminist epistemology and are particularly useful for revealing our understanding of the voices of different participants and, especially, for examining gendered perspectives (Ropers-Huilman & Winters, 2011). I used semi-structured interviews to interview participants and key informants. I also utilised document reviews for secondary information – looking at policies, implementation strategies, and implementation reports. Statistics regarding women and education were also collected from relevant public and private organisations.

4.4.1. Qualitative research

Qualitative research can assist a researcher to investigate people’s attitudes, aspirations, motivations, concerns, and culture (Conrad, Haworth, & Lattuca, 2001). Thus, utilising qualitative research methods supports exploring women’s attitudes and behaviours, how women value education, and their aspirations and motivations. Importantly, qualitative methods will support exploring parents’ perspectives on how children thrive, children’s responsibilities, and education. “Qualitative research is an umbrella term for a wide variety of approaches to and methods for the study of natural social life” (Saldana, 2011, p. 4). A qualitative approach is applied to explore the personal impacts of social structures, and the causes of individual behavior (Scheyvens & Storey, 2003). Qualitative research allows participants to express their opinions and experiences in a deep, detailed manner (Creswell, 2013). Qualitative research also helps to explore opinions, perceptions, and values regarding women and tertiary education, which are complex and difficult to measure quantitatively. Sharing opinions and real-life experiences of participants helps to get detail of people’s feelings and perceptions. The approach also enables women’s individual perspectives to be explored, and to further understand the value of tertiary education for women.
4.4.2. Interviews (semi-structured interviews)

Using a qualitative methodology, this research adopted semi-structured interviews as the principal research method to gather data on women and tertiary education. “Qualitative research interviews involve gathering information, facts, eliciting stories, and learning about meanings, emotions, experiences, and relationships that cannot easily be observed” (Rossetto, 2014, p. 483). A qualitative interview is a process of gathering in-depth information (Johnston, 2010) and begins by asking people to talk and/or listening to them, and then constructing knowledge by interpreting their words, expressions and reactions (Bauman et al., 2002). Active involvement from an interviewer and an interviewee in an in-depth discussion is an essential feature of such interviews (ibid).

Interviews aim to address the research objectives by utilising a set of questions and following a structured or semi-structured interview format (Johnston, 2010). “Semi-structured interviews follow a form of interview schedule with suggested themes, but there is scope for the interviewees to develop their responses” (Desai & Potter, 2006, p. 146), and for the interviewer to be flexible with questioning. Overall, semi-structured interviews let interviewers and interviewees interact and exchange information in a flexible and open style, allowing an interviewer to ask in more detail about particular issues for which information or questions are not necessarily prepared (Davidson & Tolich, 2003). Therefore, I used semi-structured interviews in this research as they enabled me to adjust and/or add more questions to attain more detailed information according to participant’s particular responses. Yet the themes and questions had been developed before the fieldwork as a guide to extend or curb the defined areas of the research. During the interviews, I tried to follow up participants’ responses with further asking to gain as much information as possible.

For female participants, I decided to interview them one by one in order to make them feel more relaxed. This environment helped them to talk and share their feelings, experiences, opinions and stories generously. While most of the interviews were only the participant and I, there were a few interviews where participant’s family members were involved in listening and answering some questions, although I tried to particularly follow and concentrate on participant’s responses. For parental participants, I decided to interview both the father and mother at the same time, depending on their availability, to gain information related to parents’ involvement in their daughters’ education. The use of audio-recording during the interview was important. I utilised audio-recording in every
interview and I asked for permission every time before using the dictaphone. Voice recording was very helpful, as it enabled me to be fully involved in the discussion without the need to take notes.

4.4.3. Document review
Before fieldwork, some printed and online sources were searched and collected. Missing information, to be collected from the field, was listed before beginning fieldwork. This included information on the number of women in tertiary education, the gender gap in education, parents’ economic status, education policies for students as well as women, Lao culture, and women’s development. I also contacted, and met with, public and private offices to obtain information, including the Higher Education Department in the MoES, the Department of Education and Sports (DoES) of Vientiane Capital, the Department of Culture in the Ministry of Information, Culture and Tourism, the Lao Women’s Union, NUOL, and Rattana College.

4.4.4. Research location
The research took place in Vientiane, the capital of Laos because there are many tertiary institutions: one national university, one university of health sciences and more than 35 public and private higher colleges (Onphanhdala & Suruga, 2006). Given the higher number of tertiary education institutions in Vientiane, the access of women to tertiary education was greater than in other provinces. Furthermore, Vientiane is the most rapidly developing city in Laos in terms of economic development, population increase, and educational development (ibid). The population was 997,000 in 2015 (Laos Demographics Profile, 2017). It is also a location where it is easier to find participants who are not enrolled in tertiary education and come from diverse households (high, medium and low socio-economic backgrounds, diverse occupations and education of all levels).

4.5. Research sampling and selection
To obtain efficient and sufficient data during the three months of fieldwork, I directly selected young women in the age bracket of between 18 to 25 years old, as the research focuses on tertiary education. The research sample included current female students in tertiary education institutions and those who had never been enrolled. Female students were particularly targeted regarding their motivations and the advantages their parents gave them to support access to tertiary education. While women who were not tertiary
students were particularly targeted regarding their motivations, barriers and any potential factors that pushed them away from tertiary education. In addition to women in the 18 the 25 year old bracket, parents of women either in tertiary education or not were interviewed to gain information related to assistances or barriers to their daughters’ education.

There are several sampling strategies for qualitative research including judgmental, purposive, accidental, snowballing and expert (Kumar, 2011). Purposive and snowball techniques were used to gain participants for this research. Purposive sampling involved the deliberate choice of a person with specific knowledge and qualities due to the qualities the informant possesses (Tongco, 2007). Snowballing is “a technique for finding subjects where one subject gives the researcher the name of another, who in turn provides the name of a third, and so on” (Vogt, 2005, p. 300). The snowballing technique for searching and selecting samples is a useful method to mitigate sample bias, keeping confidentiality and boosting rationality of research finding (Cohen & Arieli, 2011).

To gain female and parent participants, firstly, I used purposive techniques. I listed all participants including criteria and number and then consulted with the head of the village/community. By these criteria, the head of the community nominated community members that matched the criteria. Snowball techniques also helped me to reach more participants as some of the originally nominated community members were not available. I asked completed interviewees to suggest someone they knew who matched my criteria. For female students, I contacted the NUOL and Rattana College to obtain their approval and then randomly interviewed their students.
Table 4.1: List of participants (women and parents)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of interviews</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Specific characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Women who are enrolled in tertiary education</td>
<td>University or college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(age 18 – 25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Women who are not enrolled in tertiary education</td>
<td>Unemployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(age 18 – 25)</td>
<td>Own small business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Parents of women who are enrolled in</td>
<td>Couple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tertiary education</td>
<td>Single parents (women/men)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Parents of women who are not enrolled in</td>
<td>High income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tertiary education</td>
<td>Occupations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the interviewing, key informants - public and private senior officers - were also contacted and interviewed. I applied the purposive technique to obtain a sample for this group. The detail of key informants is in the table below:

Table 4.2: List of participants (key informants)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Information needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Higher Education Department, Ministry of Education and Sports</td>
<td>Current situation and policies of higher education in Laos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Department of Education and Sports, Vientiane</td>
<td>Current situation of female students in Vientiane, especially in higher education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lao Women’s Union</td>
<td>Lao women’s issues and development, especially education and some policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Department of Culture, Ministry of Information, Culture and Tourism</td>
<td>Lao culture, Lao women and their role in the family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>National University of Laos</td>
<td>Female students’ situation including quantity and quality of study and policies for female students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rattana College</td>
<td>Female students’ situation including quantity and quality of study and policies for female students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6. Transcription and analysis

4.6.1. Transcription

Transcribing was important for in this research as it illustrates experiences, opinions and feelings of my participants (Bailey, 2008). I tried to transcribe the voice recording to my computer at the end of the interview day, including backing-up the voice recording for security. Listening to the recording before starting transcription helped me to understand the main points of discussion and comprehend the most relevant answers to my questions. However, I avoided transcribing every word from the discussion to save time and also to reduce a lot of text. Moreover, all of the interviews were conducted in Lao, and I had to spend time translating them into English.

4.6.2. Data analysis

Before conducting field work, themes/patterns were developed from sub-research questions and relevant issues concerning women and education. While conducting field work, some new themes were added according to information provided by participants
and key informants. After transcription, the written data were divided into four categories and entered into a prepared Excel file - key informants; female students; women who are not a student in a tertiary education institution; and parents. Similar questions and answers were grouped and analysed according to the main theme. A mind map was also a helpful technique to help with data analysis when I had a lot of information to summarise.

4.7. Researcher’s positionality

*Positionality* is an acknowledgement by the researcher that her or his own position in relation to the research “may influence aspects of the study, such as the types of information collected, or the way in which it is interpreted” (Sultana, 2015, p. 376). Positionality of the researcher can involve aspects such as gender, religion, social class, and ethnicity, and it is important to acknowledge it as it can affect relationships with, and responses from, participants.

Considering positionality in this research helped me to be aware of my position as insider and outsider. Being a Lao woman, I am somewhat of an insider, but in some ways I was an outsider too as a woman who completed tertiary education some years ago. Therefore, when interviewing women who were different to me, I needed to be aware of my stereotypes and my potential judgements of others. In addition, as the researcher/interviewer, I had power to some extent. I tried to hide my power by being friendly and using normal words like a sister and younger sister would during interviews with participants, especially with those who have had no chance to attend higher schooling. Reflection is helpful for me in reflecting on my questions and the way I asked them. After the first interview, I had some reflections on my questions and to way I formulated them. This reflection leads me to select the information I really need and the one I could leave. Then, I could directly contact participants for further interview.

4.8. Ethical considerations

It is essential to consider ethical issues in social research involving participant interviews. Being ethical is also about interacting in a manner that is sensitive and respectful of participants. “Ethical research should not only do no harm, but also have a potential to do good, to involve empowerment” (Madge, 1997, p. 114). Ethical approval from Victoria University of Wellington Human Ethnics Committee was obtained before going to do the field work. The following ethical issues were particularly important:
Informed consent
All participants were voluntary and never forced (Scheyvens & Storey, 2003). Before discussing any details, I started by getting participants to read and sign a statement highlighting the participant’s rights, and informing them of how they can get involved in the research.

Confidentiality
The identity of the participants was confidential. A code number was used to refer to a participant’s name or address. Information on participants will be kept and eventually discarded according to Victoria University of Wellington’s policy and procedures.

4.9. Summary
This research used feminist lenses to guide the study on women’s issues regarding access tertiary education. Qualitative research methods were used to seek understanding of Lao social phenomena, education and women. Semi-structured interviews were utilized to interview all participants, including female students, women who were not students of any tertiary institution, and parents and key informants, to gain opinions, experiences and feelings. Additionality, document reviews were also used in this research to collect secondary data. Transcription and data analysis have been used following the completion of the fieldwork. The findings will illustrate the completed analysis in the next chapter.
Chapter 5: Key results: Families, women’s preferences, and social norms

5.1. Introduction
This chapter explores family characteristics, preferences and behaviours of women, and social norms, which influence access to tertiary education. It presents findings from semi-structured interviews in the field and document reviews regarding sub-research questions 1, 2 and 3 (see section 1.4 in chapter 1). The first section of the chapter investigates how a family’s characteristics, including of income, family size, parents’ status and discipline in children’s education, influence women’s education. The second section examines behaviours, preferences and expectations of women, and women’s current job situations. Social norms regarding family roles, job opportunities and youth problems are reported in the next section. The last section focuses on policies for tertiary education enrollment.

5.2. Family characteristics
5.2.1. Family
A family is a small unit in a society and it is defined as “a group of persons united by ties of marriage, blood or adoption constituting a single household interacting and inter-communicating with each other in their respective social roles of husband and wife, father and mother, son and daughter, brother and sister…” (Mahdavinejad & Moradchelleh, 2012, p. 1069). A family is an element of society, and is fundamental for childbearing, nurturing and disciplining. The 1990 Lao Family Law, in Article 32, notes the obligation of parents regarding children’s education as “parents must educate their children on patriotism, progressiveness and pure livelihood, to lead activities useful for society” (Lao PDR, 1990, p. 7). The Government of Laos also emphasised gender equality in the Family Law in Article 2 stating “…men and women have equal rights in all aspects pertaining to family relations” (Lao PDR, 1990, p. 1).

5.2.2. Family economic status
A family’s economic status has various influential factors on children accessing and attaining education. A family’s economic status in this research consists of parents’ occupation and income (Yadollahi & Paim, 2010). From interviews, women who are not enrolled in tertiary education (WNTE)\(^1\) report that their parents are retailers, peasants and

---

\(^1\) WNTE is used to refer to a woman who is not enrolled in tertiary education
blue-collar workers. The families’ incomes are quite low and unstable. They are poor and less likely to have money to save at the end of the month. Thus, it is difficult to support the daughters to attend higher education institutions (HEI). For example:

*My parents are farmers. They do rice farming two times a year, then sell it. We have a small plot of land and use basic techniques. We do not get a high production outcome. My brother has to go fishing at the weekend. I and my mum do home gardening. But fishing and gardening are for home consumption only. That’s why our family has very low income and are unable to save money (WNTE10).*

Low economic status is unlikely to create barriers to children accessing education at primary and secondary levels, as the enrollment fees and services are not expensive, particularly in public schools. However, this changes for tertiary education. For example:

*When I was in secondary education, I didn’t know that my family didn’t have enough money to pay for my education after secondary school, but when I wanted to continue my study they said that it is too expensive. They emphasised that it is not only the enrollment fee, but it also includes study material resources, uniforms and transportation (WNTE 10).*

However, over half of women who are currently studying in a tertiary education institution (WTE)\(^2\) report that their family also face financial hardship, as their parents are peasants and small retailers and don’t have a large income. Some of them gain support from siblings or relatives. For example:

*Even though my parents are farmers and not educated, they had tried to do other work such as forestry gathering. With the help from my uncle and parents, they could support my brother to study at TVET; he then got a job at a mining company after graduating. Now he and my uncle support me to study at NUOL (WTE7).*

---

\(^2\) WTE is used to refer to a woman who is currently studying in a tertiary education institution
A few WTE report that their parents have white-collar jobs, such as teachers and civil servants, providing a stable income. Thus, the parents can encourage their children’s education, both in respect of finance and knowledge. Families of high economic status can also offer material resources for their children’s education and also fund some special courses after regular class, such as mathematics, biology, chemistry and English language, which subjects are needed in the final examination in secondary school and the entrance examination in all tertiary education in Laos. Furthermore, high economic status families, particularly those with parents in academic positions, are more likely to be able to provide some academic guidance for their children. For example:

My mum is a biology teacher, and she wanted me to study the same subject as her. When I knew that I got entry into NOUL, I selected biology to be my major programme. During my study, I always consulted on any ambiguous points with her and she can obviously explain these to me (WTE9)

5.2.3. Parental status and family members’ responsibilities

A father and a mother are two people who support a whole family. They have different roles and influences on children’s education. In Laos a father has typically been recognised as an income earner and a mother has typically been recognised as a housewife. When one person is missing, only one parent is available to lead responsibilities for both roles, in such cases, supporting children for full education seems to be more difficult. In interviews, three WNTE and one WTE reported that they have a single parent or no parents. As two examples:

My father was a government officer and all his salary was for supporting the family. While my mother is a retailer and a housewife. My father tended to be a teacher for his children’s education and he tried to push us to study after school. When he passed away, no one could perform as my father. My mother completed only fifth grade and she was not able to teach us. She has less available time as she has to do more work in order to gain income to compensate for the missed salary of my father (WNTE1).

When my parents passed away, I realised that I cannot continue to study further than at secondary school. My brother still gave me some money to go to a secondary school. When I graduated from there, I decided to work at a mushroom
farm and earn some money for my life. My salary is very low, and I know that it is not enough for higher education (WNTE9)

A high number of family members means high expenditure, particularly given the high living costs of Vientiane. While Vientiane is the capital city, there is still a shortage of full-time and part-time jobs for teenagers and a general lack of variety of jobs. This restricts the potential for teenagers to gain a job and earn an income to help a family. When there are many children in a family, the two sources of income might not be enough to feed all family members. For example:

*I have eight sisters; nine, including me. My father is the only man in the family who earns an income. Due to too many daughters, my parents cannot support everyone to post-secondary education and there is a lack of intimacy and consultation between all family members. Hence, I and my siblings have not had a chance to study after graduating from secondary school and we directly got married and have our own families (WNTE1).*

A large family size can create an imbalance of household work responsibilities. Some of the WNTE’s families are of a large size, where there are more than five siblings within a family. Large family sizes mean a large amount of family household work, the majority of which is done by females. However, most reports from interviews note that the household chores are not a huge amount of work. It is only cooking and cleaning, and it takes less than two hours a day. They can do these chores after school, meaning it does not impact education. Male siblings, on the other hand, go out and do some activities with their friends such as playing sports, games, and travelling around the city on their motorcycles. Overall, their activities after school are more social than female counterparts. For example:

*I have two brothers and I am the youngest sister in our family. We have five people in our family. There is no household task management in my family. Only I have to be responsible for household work. My two brothers rarely do household work. They rarely stay at home after school and they like to go out with their friends. I don’t know what they do outside home. I feel bad letting my mum do the household tasks alone. My mum also has a small grocery shop in front of our house. Thus, it is not only household work that I have to do, I also have to help my mum with her grocery shop (WNTE6).*
Conversely, more than half of WTE reported that their family’s size was less than six people and their parents have never managed or divided household chores for each child. Only a few WTE families (teacher families) have managed and required all members in the family to be involved in household tasks, although this simple management can balance household tasks and reduce overload for a particular family member. Most of WTE and WNTE see household management as less important, particularly in big families. For example:

*My father set schedules for household chores, when I was in primary school. Daughters did some cooking and sons did some washing and cleaning and we took it in turns each day. Helping each other with household work, it did not only help create more time for me to study, but it also created solidarity among siblings. My father stopped setting schedules when we were in secondary school as everyone comprehended their responsibilities and were being tender-hearted (WTE8).*

All female participants perceive that household chores are female duties, and they also are more concerned about family management than males. Participants reported family expectations around household work, for example:

*I have to do household tasks; this is my role. I have only one younger brother, I am also the oldest sibling in the house. My younger brother also does not know how to do household tasks. As I am women, I have to do this. My parents also instruct that “a woman has to do household chores in order to be a good wife and mother”, as I will be a wife and a mother, then I will be able to take care of my husband and teach my children (WNTE5).*

However, almost all women, whether in tertiary education or not, reported that doing household chores do not impact on their quality of study. A few WNTE did report that household tasks left them feeling overloaded, typically those from large male dominated families. WNTE who have to take care of household chores feel that it is unfair. They want to study instead of working at home doing the same repeated work every day. They feel that male siblings should also take part in doing housework. Some of them express
their dissatisfaction with their mothers, but they rarely directly complain to the brothers as they want to avoid conflict between siblings.

5.2.4. Study discipline

Interviews support that families who pay more attention to children’s education in early life, such as supporting tutorials after school, and providing guidance, have children that are more successful in education. Most WNTE report that their parents were able to provide them with basic teaching after school. However, while parents were able to provide basic teaching when they were in primary school, they are not able to do this at a higher level due to the low level of education of the parents. Attendance in a special tutorial class after school is one of the solutions to improve quality of learning, yet it requires funding and time. This condition seems to impact the poor and poorly educated families the most. For example:

*My parents were unable to guide me with difficult homework. My father graduated from secondary school and my mother graduated from primary school. They prefer to spend most of their time on their work to earn money rather than spending some time with the children. I sometimes joined tutorial classes after school when I got some money from my mum, but not regularly. Therefore, my result scores were not good compared to my classmates who joined special tutorial classes (WNTE1).*

However, most parents of WTE reported that they supported WTE by providing school fees, and providing guidance and suggestions to their children. Some parents of WNTE have less time to provide guidance and encouragement for their children’s education. For example:

*My parents occasionally told me to revise or reflect on the lessons. I hardly did that too, mostly I learned from school only. Then I felt I am not familiar with hard study or with studying after school, as I arrived home, I directly did other activities instead. My study quality was normally low in classes (WNTE1).*

In contrast, most parents of WTE concentrated on education in early life. They strove to support their children’s education, even though they may have little income. They would also ask for help from their relatives, in case of urgent need. Not only that, they always followed up about their children’s study results, and if necessary, they would support
their children to attend special tutorial classes. Furthermore, they also encouraged their children to be familiar with study after school by revision of and reflections on lessons learned. Almost all WTE parents reported that they also gave encouraging words to their children when they felt confused and disheartened. For example:

Starting from at primary school, my parents did not let me and my brother have a lot of free time. They encouraged us to spend time in study (WTE6).

“If you study, you can easily earn money and take care of yourself, if you do not study, you will not know how to do anything”; my father’s suggestion (WTE6).

“Even though we are not rich, I will try hard to earn money to support you. I will support you to study more than I did. When I was young I could not study because my parents did not have money, but now I will support you to study higher than I did”, my father said (WTE7)

Parents also expressed more anxiety about daughters than sons regarding safety and early sexual relationships. For example, they were less likely to allow teenage daughters to go out at night. Parents seemed to prefer that daughters should come directly home after school and help their mother with cooking and cleaning rather than enjoy a social life as sons typically do. Parents perceive that sons are strong and that they are more able to take care of themselves than daughters, meaning parents do not worry about sons as much as daughters. This may impact on women joining school activities or study groups after class. For example:

Most of the parents in my community seem to worry about daughters more than sons. My parents, as well, feel more worries about me. They do not want me to go out at night. They worry about my safety and close relationships with male friends (WNTE8).

Overall, parents support children with material resources and all fees for education. Parents are also the main people to teach children to like learning by encouraging them to study regularly. Parents are also a good advisor for their children’s education. However, some parents have some worries with females, which will impact their education.
5.3. Women’s behaviors and preferences
5.3.1. Women’s behaviours, preferences and expectations

**Behaviour**

Personal behaviours, preferences and expectations partially influence decision making on education, careers and marriage. For example, being dedicated and hardworking are traits of a person who will succeed in education. The research found that more than half of WNTE are typically shy, unassertive and indecisive. These people mentioned that they were not typically involved in classes when they were in primary education. For example, they spoke little or only occasionally asked for clarification for ambiguous points in classes, saying that they were afraid of making a mistake in class and being embarrassed. The general perception of female students is that they should be polite, gentle and respectful toward teachers, rather than freely expressing their feelings and desires. For example:

*Personally, I am a shy and unassertive. I feel not confident to speak in front of many people, particularly in a school class. I always was quiet in classes. Some of my teachers said that I did not participate enough in class and was not studious (WNTE3).*

Conversely, the general perception of female participants in the research was that male students were less likely to be afraid of making mistakes. They tend to be more confident and assertive.

Apart from family support such as funding, material resources, suggestions, and discipline, self-determination in being attentive in study is important for students. Almost all WNTE report that they attended entrance examinations held by TVET and HEI, but most of them did not pass the examinations. They said that the examinations were not very difficult, but due to their low quality of learning, lack of attention in study, and lack of preparation before taking the examinations, they did not succeed. They emphasised that they mostly preferred to spend time watching TV and playing with mobile phones rather than studying when they had free time. Conversely, more than half of WTE reported that they spent more time on study than on other activities. They determined to study hard from primary education onwards to develop themselves to ensure that they
can deal with the harder level of education. These women also perceive that the entrance examination into HEI is more difficult than any examination they have taken before, as the areas of the examination cover the lessons from four years in upper secondary education. Therefore, they had to work harder and some of them also attended special preparation courses held by teachers in NUOL. Overall, they feel that they had not wasted their time and effort, as they have gained a significant achievement in being a student in HEIs. For example:

_I and my sister always spent lots of time on study. During our free time, we liked to open a book and study. My study was quite good; I always got high scores in secondary school. After that I wanted to study at NUOL; I attended preparation courses. I did not know what the areas would be in the examination. Thus, I had to spend a lot of time and effort to study. Even when I felt very tired, I finally got it (WTE9)_

**Preferences**

Most of WTE and WNTE wished to continue their study after secondary education, whether at TVET or HEIs. Some female research participants had no ideas around possible schools or courses. They had to consult with their parents, siblings or cousins. Therefore, courses of some WTE were chosen by their parents. Some WTE felt unsatisfied with their enrolled courses. They reported that they did not fully concentrate in classes, with the result that their grades were low. For example:

_I got a scholarship to study in the Political Sciences, Faculties of Sciences, NUOL. Personally, I would have preferred to study at a kindergarten teaching TVET, but my brother said that I will get only a certificate, not a degree and it will be difficult for me to find a job. Finally, I followed my brother’s suggestion. Whereas, I found that I don’t like the political science course. It is too complicated, mostly regarding adult issues and conflicts. I would prefer to see small children and play with them rather than reading a lot to understand the politics. That’s why I sometimes feel bored and I am not doing well at study now (WTE5)_

While the majority of female participants want to keep going on their education further than secondary school, there were two WNTE who said that they preferred to do other activities. One WNTE reported that she did not want to study after secondary education
at all, giving the reason that study at HEI such as NUOL takes at least four years, requires money for enrollments, uniforms, materials, and transportation for the whole four years, and the uncertainty of gaining a job after graduation. This participant preferred to help in a household business (small household grocery store), and earn money towards launching her own business rather than to burden their family by asking her parents’ for money for all four years. Hence, she was working at the beer shop at night time and attending beauty training in the morning in a vocational training school. Then she plans to establish her own barber shop. Another WNTE reported that she is satisfied with her work as a cheer beer girl in restaurants, and that she wanted to collect money and create her own business of a massage spa shop in the near future:

*I like doing grocery selling more than study; even if I graduate from higher education, I will do grocery selling. Grocery selling does not require high investment funds compared to study at higher education when I might get a low salary after graduation. Thus, I chose grocery selling (WNTE6)*

**Expectations**

The majority of WNTE face financial hardship affecting their enrollment and study at HEIs. However, these participants still hoped that they will be able to afford tertiary education. Thus, they were working in a part-time or full-time job to save some money for their study. For example:

*I graduated from a secondary school last year. My father wanted to support me to study, but I know that we don’t have much money. I decided to work in a part-time job in a mini market near my village. I will apply to study Law in the Faculty of Law at NUOL this year and I will take care of my own expenditures during studying (WNTE10).*

While most WTE expect to have a good job after graduation, they do worry about finding a job. For example:

*I am currently in the fourth year of Biology programmes, Faculty of Sciences, NUOL. I will graduate at the end of this year, but I don’t have any idea of where to work. However, studying is hard, finding a job is harder. I think the university should have a programme to make suggestions to students on job searching or*
any event that can gather students and employers to have a chance to meet each
other (WNTE9).

Both WTE and WNTE place considerable emphasis on education even though they are
all facing different difficulties. This is because they believe that education can help them
to have a good job and success in their chosen careers. Most WTE tend to prefer working
at government offices rather than private companies even though the public salary is quite
low, noting that the work is more stable and offers better social welfare. In contrast,
private companies make heavier demands for work and it is more difficult to take time
off, although salaries are higher.

5.3.2. Decision making

Parents are significantly involved in the decision making of their daughters. Most WTE
and WNTE reported that they lacked confidence to make a decision by themselves
involving their personal life and education. They always asked for suggestions of what
they should do and even asked for permission in order to go out from home. They
perceived that parents understood life better than them, and parents were more mindful
and anxious with the lives of daughters than of sons. In contrast, sons spend less time
with parents and consult less on their current life and issues. Most issues concerning sons
seem to be dealt with by themselves and spontaneously. Overall, most WTE and WNTE
reported that males have more power on decision making than females. For example:

I am unable to make a decision by myself, particularly on my study. I consult with
my parents in everything such as selection of school, faculty and course; how
many institutions that I should apply to. Because all of the applications and
examinations require some money and time. Some schools, they require many
documents such as health checking documents, penalty notices; all of the
documents require some money and are time consuming (WTE2).

5.3.3. Current jobs and skills

The majority of WNTE are not satisfied with their current life. Seven out of ten WNTE
do not have permanent jobs, rather they work casually as grocery sellers, beauticians,
dishwashers and farmers. Most WNTE lack skills and experience for their current work,
particularly vendors and farmers. The vendors said, for example, that they lack sales
skills. They just follow what their mother and cousin did and suggested. Their shops are
very basic and have few products. They emphasise that the daily sales and income are unstable, when some days they can earn less than 100,000 kip (~US$12). For example:

Because I only graduated from a secondary school, I had to find a career to take care of my own life and I used to stay with my sister who is a vender. I got some experience from her. Thus, grocery selling is the only choice for me (WNTE6).

Figure 5.7: A small grocery shop

Location: Dongdok village, Xaythany district, Vientiane Capital, Laos

Only one out of the ten WNTE interviewed reported that she was quite satisfied with her current career. She was a beautician with her own shop. She could earn a satisfactory income of around 150,000 to 200,000 kip per day (~US$12 to US$24), even if it is not stable. She said her customers are quite satisfied with her services. She graduated in beauty training from the Youth Vocational Training Centre in Vientiane. With some skills and techniques from her training, she continued to develop her skills by herself, for

---

example practising new hair styles. At first, she hesitated to attend training because she wanted to study at a bachelor’s degree level with the hope of working at a government office after graduation. Thus, she tried to take a few exams in NUOL and the Institution of Economic and Finance, but failed. Her mother then supported her to study about beauty in a TVET. She had studied for only eight months. She said that learning about beauty is not difficult, with focus on both academic and practical aspects.

Figure 5.8: A barber shop

Location: Nasangphai village, Saysetha district, Vientiane Capital, Laos

The remaining three out of the ten WNTE have no job as they are as housewives with one or two children. Two of these participants said that they have to rely on their husband. One of participants was divorced. Thus, she relied on her mother and helped the mother by doing small household grocery sales. She relied on her sister who worked with a private company for survival. She stated that she has no skills to do another activity and lacked money for vocational training. She also had a small baby son, and hoped that her mother and sister might be able to support her son’s education to a higher level than she could.
5.4. Social norms

5.4.1. A family caretaker

Both WTE and WNTE were more likely to have a close relationship with family members and take care of parents than male counterparts. Women take charge of household management including food, health, education, cleaning, expenditure, and all family member’s development. This is illustrated in their sacrifice in time and effort to do all the household chores. Most women participants said that they feel sympathy letting parents do household chores by themselves as parents have supported them in everything already. When the household confronts some difficulties such as insufficient income, for example, a female will try to earn some money in order to help the family. The research also found that when women realise that their parents cannot support their study, they mostly decide not to burden their family anymore by dropping out from school and earning money instead. For example:

*I am studying in Vientiane-Hanoi Friendship Vocational School and I am also working in a restaurant as a dishwasher. My work is quite hard, I have to carry many dishes and big pans. My tiredness disappears when I get a salary and it is around 1,000,000kip (~US$120.50). I can take care of my own expenditures and I help family by supporting my younger sister in her schooling (WNTE7)*

*I know that my family is poor. Therefore, I study in a university during the weekday and I do part-time jobs as a cleaner, housekeeper and gardener at weekends. I try to save money as much as I can every time that I get my wages and then I can totally be responsible for all my expenditure in the university. But my two brothers don’t help us with household tasks. My older brother works as a soldier, but we still have to back him up (WTE1)*

Not only do WNTE look to find a job or a career, WTE also look to find a job during their free time. For example, one WTE reported that she was doing online sales when she has free time. However, she felt that it occasionally disrupted her study. Despite that, doing online sales helped her to earn some money and she was able to take of her expenditures in the university.
5.4.2. Women and job opportunities

Males and females are different in their body. It is obvious that males go beyond females in working life. However excellent or outstanding women are, they are less likely to go further than men. It is illustrated in that most leadership positions are majority male. In my class, a male student was a head of a class (WNTE1).

The above perception largely persists among women participants, particularly WTE who are currently studying and looking forward to a job in their near future. This perception can also somewhat impact the quality of learning. For instance, one WTE thought that males were better at study than females, with male students more likely to concentrate on learning than their female counterparts, while females are too shy and unconfident. Another WTE who was studying her fourth year at NUOL emphasised that she was quite worried about finding a job. She had heard that most private companies prefer males rather than females, especially in technical work (she was studying biology). She cited that most employers do not prefer females because females might take a long break for giving birth and are less able to work longer hours than males as females mostly have to take care of a family. Some WNTE think that males are more privileged than females as they can do hard work and in various working conditions, overall gaining more opportunities to get a job. One WNTE reported that her brother, an orphan like herself, can support himself to study at a university. He works as a labourer and saves more money than what she can as a gardener.

5.4.3. Youth issues

Early marriage is one obstacle for women’s access to tertiary education. Three out of ten WNTE interviewed got married early after secondary school. They married when they were less than 18 years old and had children shortly after. They reported that it was hard to manage their own family and be a wife, given their youth. Young couples still mainly rely on their parents, but if it is necessary, they will try to find an income to support the family, for example through grocery selling or laboring. Despite the need for working, young participants understood the importance of future study. For example:

I want to work, but I still have a small baby. It is not easy to study and take care of a baby at the same time. But I want to study and my mum will give me money and she will help me to take care of my son during my study. Thus, I attended NUOL’s examination. Presently, I am just waiting for an examination result.
husband also agrees. He also emphasises education and is currently studying at Faculty of Economics and Business Management, NUOL (WNTE4).

Drug addiction is one problem in Vientiane society, including for teenagers. One WNTE reported that she had been addicted and it had affected her study in secondary school. The quality of her learning has been poor since that time. She could not concentrate on learning at all and frequently missed classes. Even though she did not fail in the final examination in secondary education, she failed an entrance examination of NUOL. Currently, she has to work hard for her family’s survival. She expressed regret and pity, realising that if she focused more on education her life would be better.

5.4.4. Women and knowledge on gender equality

The majority of female participants have a lack of awareness of gender equality issues. Some participants reported that they have heard about gender equality, but did not clearly understand what equality means in practice. Some female participants did not know at all. Some WTE reported that, in school, gender issues received some focus as teachers distributed some information regarding gender balance such as the importance of equal treatment, and equal tasks. However, some WNTE reported that a gender imbalance in schools still remains in practice. For example, female students had to take care of school cleaning. Another female student reported that men had more chances than women to be involved in outdoor activities. For example, male students were more likely to gain a chance to go into the field in a province to observe various kinds of trees in a forest, while female students had to stay in a village and wait for reports from male counterparts. Typical perceptions on gender balance were showcased by the following interview quote:

I rarely see the balance between males and females, most females are still under male control. It is shown as females have to do more household chores than male. In contrast, males are the majority in higher positions in workplaces (WTE5)

5.5. Tertiary education

5.5.1. Tertiary education examination and enrollment

There are various processes and required documents in HEI examination and enrollment. Newly graduated students from high schools prefer to take two or three examinations to ensure that they will get to at least one HEI. Before taking the exam there are some required documents that students have to prepare to register in a particular HEI entrance
examination. For example, the NUOL application form for registration for an entrance examination has to be accompanied by a chosen programme and faculty document, an entrance card of a final exam of a high school, a graduation certificate from a high school, and a family book or an identification card (NUOL, 2017). Moreover, some HEIs can require a health check document and a punishment attestation, which both take time to process. The current fee for registration for an entrance examination for NUOL is 35,000kip (~US$4.22) (ibid). Students also have to pay other HEIs examination registration fees.

*I had to prepare many documents and felt tired and disheartened. I had to pay for an exam enrollment fee too, and I wonder that they allow students to take the exam, but only a quarter are admitted by the HEI.* (WNTE1)

The entrance examinations into HEIs were reported as difficult by most female participants; the key reason why the majority of WNTE failed entrance examinations. Some WTE and WNTE cited that it was quite difficult to pass the examination into HEIs, especially public universities. Most WTE and WNTE are not familiar with the entrance examination.

In addition to hard entrance examinations, enrollment fees and other expenditures are the main obstacles for many medium-income and poor families. Some WTE and most WNTE reported that the HEI enrollment fee is quite high, particularly for private HEI. For example, for NUOL, a public HEI, the enrollment fee is around 1,200,000 to 1,500,000 kip (~US$145 to US$180) per year (Senior officer, NUOL). Moreover, in some private school enrollment fees are around 3,500,000 to 3,800,000 kip (~US$420 to US$460) per year (Senior officer, Rattana College). Compared to GDP per capita; US$2,408 in 2016 (Lao Statistic Bureaus, 2017); the higher enrollment fee accounts for 7.5 percent in public HEIs and 19 percent in private HEIs. In addition, other fees such as resource materials, uniforms and transportation have to be considered by students and families. Therefore, it is no wonder why most of the poor cannot access HEIs. For example:

*I could pass the examination of a programme in the Faculty of Engineering, NOUL, but I didn’t have enough money to pay the enrollment fee before the due date. Hence, I decided to study in Vientiane-Hanoi Friendship Vocational School*
5.5.2. Tertiary education policies for women

Most HEIs have a lack of information dissemination campaigns related to the schools and offered programmes, particularly high-profile universities and colleges. Some well-known HEIs believe that they have a good reputation, especially in the capital, and some public institutions report a lack of finance for marketing. Hence, WTE and WNTE have a lack of information and ideas about HEIs before taking an examination or enrolling. Furthermore, most HEIs, including private and public colleges and universities, have a lack of particular policies for women in order to increase the access of female students. Both public and private senior officers from HEIs report that their institutions treat male and females with equality in terms of access, in classes, and joining school activities and grades.

5.6. Summary

This chapter presented the main findings related to family characteristics, women’s behaviours and preferences, and social norms. It found that a family is the foundation of a daughter’s education, including in respect of budgets, resource materials, discipline, suggestions and consolation. This all combines to create the interest of children in education from an early age. However, low family economic status is the main obstacle for women’s access to tertiary education. Within this category, participants decided to stop their study after secondary school to earn money by themselves. However, typical casual jobs and livelihoods pursued created low and unstable income and poor working conditions. In addition, women are the main providers of various household activities such as household chores, helping parents’ businesses, and even earning some income to support other family members’ education. Overall, many women sacrifice themselves by stopping learning.

In addition, parents and social norms still influence women’s perceptions and interactions. Parents see women as more vulnerable than men, and they are less likely to allow young women to go out and enjoy social life as men typically do. Parents also prefer women to be at home preparing to be a good wife and a good mother rather than to be independent. Furthermore, social norms embed women as polite and gentle. They
should respect the teachers and older people. However, this can lead to women who are less confident and less likely to make decisions by themselves.

The difficult examination and enrollment fees are some of the main obstacles for women’s access to higher education. This combines with social norms restricting access to tertiary education. Most HEIs also lack specific policies around women’s access to HEIs.
Chapter 6: Discussion: Women and tertiary education

6.1. Introduction
Many barriers regarding women’s access to tertiary education have been found during the field work and the reviewed documents (see chapter 5) and are discussed in this chapter. The sections below analyse the main obstacles such as financial hardship, imbalance in household chores, poor education and child rearing, career preferences and tertiary education institutions’ lack of information dissemination, respectively. These findings will be compared with the literature review, relevant theories, and yield some recommendations.

6.2. Family financial status
“All we need for education is money – from paying the rent to the tuition fee” (Soukkaseum, 2017, p. 116). The study found that poverty is the main obstacle for women to access to tertiary education. The majority of WNTE families in the research are poor, with low paid jobs and unstable income. It is quite hard for the parents to support all children to study in HEIs which require significant cost. Parents have to meet the high enrollment fees, which account for 7.5 percent in public HEIs and 19 percent in private HEIs, as a proportion of the average GDP per capita in Laos in 2016 (Lao Statistics Bureau, 2017). As well as the enrollment fee, parents of WTE also take care of students’ uniforms, tuition, educational materials, transportation, meals, and especially accommodation for their children’s education. These expenditures have also been mentioned in the study on “schooling, poverty, and disadvantage in the Lao People’s Democratic Republic” by King and van de Walle (2007). These expenditures are higher in the higher levels of education such as higher diplomas, bachelor’s degrees and master’s degrees.

Social feminist perspectives pay attention to women in the social division of labour in the family (Campbell & Wasco, 2000). According to this perspective, the study found that women are responsible for household management. Women sacrifice their time and effort to do household tasks and take care of family members (Liamputtong, 2006). In addition, they are more likely to understand family issues and keen to help. Therefore, when women realise that their family faces financial difficulties, they are more likely to stop their education and turn to do other activities to gain income and help the family.
Social feminist perspectives focus on the restricted opportunities for women to participate in the paid labour force as well as the patriarchal power base of the home (Blieszner, 1993). A family may consider supporting education for a potential student, but they have to draw on their limited incomes and savings such that a potential student will be someone who has good health, proven ability and is hard working, and who has more potential to find a good job and career advancement. Definitely, many families in Laos perceive these potentials more in sons than in daughters and thus they prefer to support sons rather than daughter for education (King & van de Walle, 2007; Maertens, 2013). After marriage, many women in Laos expect to be as a housewife. This is seen to require less formal education (Maertens, 2013) and this view was highlighted by a respondent cited in the study of Soukkaseum (2017, p. 115): “you are a woman, you don’t need to study, you just get married”.

The study found that participants also depend on parents’ decisions and women traditionally still stay close to their natal home (Krulfeld, 1994). This is viewed as an advantage for them as they may gain continuing assistance from their parents. Parents, on the other hand, perceive men as heads of households and income earners (Anderson & Lee, 2005; Soukkaseum, 2017), as well as men traditionally have to move to a wife’s family house or to a new house (Cooper, 2011). Men rarely gain help from their natal parents. Therefore, parents bring up a man to be accountable, independent, and to be able to take care of himself and his own family. Hence, parents are more likely to support men in education than women.

The Government of Laos has a quota system for every province to ensure that students from ethnic minority groups gain access to higher education (Chapman & Austin, 2002). Even though there is this quite explicit ethnic quota from the Government of Laos, there is a lack of specific quota for the poor and for women. Furthermore, in Laos, presently, there is no student loan scheme with low interest from either public or private banks. Many developing countries have student loans to assist students who intend to study, but have only a limited budget to support themselves (Albrecht & Ziderman, 1991). Therefore, if a family is poor in Laos, women are less likely to have the opportunity to study in high cost HEIs. From the perspective of socialist feminist theory, then, we can see that gender inequalities and poverty are reproduced in a context where market mechanisms determine the costs of higher education.
6.3. Household chores and poor study discipline (family roles)

Radical feminists focus on the power imbalance between men and women, as women tend to have less power than men. Women have to be responsible for household chores that provide them with less to spend on their schooling (Stromquist, 1989). The study also found that most female participants have to take care of household tasks with little or no help from male siblings. They spend at least one hour a day on household tasks and it might be longer at the weekends. King and van de Walle (2007) found that poor rural girls spend fewer hours in school than working, (the average was 5.3 hours a day working). The larger the family is, the more burdensome household tasks are for women. Female participants in this research, as with women in the Third World, have a strong perception that household tasks are female duties (Momsen, 1991). Some female participants are less likely to realise that household tasks are burdening their social life and creating some negative impact on their study. Conversely, families of WTE seem to have more of an even share of household tasks between male and female siblings and suitable time management compared to families of WNTE. This can create an advantage for WTE to have more chances to get involved in various school activities rather than doing cleaning, cooking and washing repeatedly every day. The time spent on household chores can impact on education and quality of female students, as Rogers’s study on “Cambodian young women’s education, identities and rights” found that household responsibilities are the most significant factor in Cambodian girls dropping out of school (Rogers, 2014). The balance in the family is important and it can be started in childhood (Terry, 2007). It can be initiated by parents to encourage both male and female siblings to get involved in doing household chores. Then male and female siblings can have balanced time on study, work and to enjoy a social life and also create solidarity among siblings.

A lack of study discipline also influences efficient education. Parental supports and encouragement is important and a perception of the important of education can be started in early childhood. The more parents focus on education, the more children will succeed in education. The research found that more than half of parents of WTE have focused on children’s education. The parents have supported girls through material resources, suggestions and consultation. Some parents are furthermore able to provide technical knowledge which is relevant for, and of benefit to, their children’s academic courses. When parents emphasise education, the children will like to study and be keen to spend their time and efforts on learning. They are then equipped with knowledge and prepared
for difficult examinations. These also depend on parents and the research also found that most parents of WTE have high economic status and educated parents are aware of and concentrate more on a child’s discipline.

Another significant finding is that many women participants appear to be powerless. They have to rely on parents’ decisions and obey what parents decide for them. This lack of power in decision making may impact their life as parents’ decisions may not be appropriate for women. These align with the study from Malik and Courtney (2011) on women in Pakistan which found that women lack both the confidence and the expertise to put themselves forward in social situations and their lives are governed by their family. Empowering women in Laos is a goal of the Government of Laos and non-governmental organisations. Therefore, we can see that the way women’s and girls’ roles and aspirations are shaped within families, and by parental attitudes, are vital in determining participation in higher education. This is partially in line with radical feminist theory, in the way radical feminism perceives patriarchy to operate, but it seems to be shaped by broader and more diverse patterns of family attitudes regarding girls’ domestic work and study.

6.4. Work preferences and opportunities (social norms)
Social feminist perspectives also call attention to the social division of labour in the workplace (Campbell & Wasco, 2000). The social perception of women’s work opportunities influences decisions regarding education. The study found that most women prefer to continue their education through higher education qualifications. However, some of them are worried about the difficulty of gaining a job. Many Lao women still perceive that women are less likely to gain a job than men. Even though women’s education has slightly improved (Entmacher, 2014), their positions and salaries are still lower than men, when they do get jobs (Buvinic et al., 1984; Entmacher, 2014; Momsen, 1991; UNDP, 2015). This finding aligns with the study by David (2017, p. 21) that “a better level of education doesn’t necessarily translate into better employment opportunities. Even though women outperform men in education, they still face significant shortfalls and discrimination in the labour market and end up in jobs where they don’t use any of their skills”. A UNDP report in 2015 states that the majority of senior civil servants and professionals are men (UNDP, 2015). Moreover, men are more likely to be favoured in the wage structure than their female counterparts (King & Hill, 1993). This social norm can cause women and their parents to hesitate to decide to proceed to education at higher levels, as they still perceive that women are less likely to
gain a job after graduation, and are more likely to hold lower positions and gain lower salaries than men.

Graduation from tertiary education may not guarantee gaining a job. The number of enrolled students in HEIs in Laos has dramatically increased since 1996, since the establishment of NUOL (NOUL, 2017) and the percentage of women in education has nearly reached the government’s goal (MoES, 2015). However, the high quantity does not mean a high quality of graduate students. The curricula of HEIs are out of date and do not align with the labour market in Laos (Siharath, 2010). There are many graduates from HEIs who remain unemployed (MoES, 2015). Some of them end up in self-employment such as household grocery stores, and/or small restaurants, especially female students. Therefore, their livelihoods are not significantly different between before and after they graduate from HEIs. This perspective influences some parents and students. They perceive less value in quality of HEIs and they decide not to study because of the high cost and poor quality of education and uncertainly in gaining job after graduation.

In addition, some HEIs in Laos are less likely to co-operate with employers, institutions and companies in order to ensure their graduate students find jobs. In response to the issue of the low quality of HEIs, the Government of Laos enacted an amendment to the Higher Education Reforms in 2011 (Senior officer, Department of Higher Education, MoES). The amendment in 2011 focused on improving curriculum, quality of teaching, management and services. The amendment ordered all private HEIs stop offering both bachelor and master degrees. Only five public Universities are allowed to offer both degrees. This led to a dramatic decrease in the number of students in private HEIs since 2011 (Senior officer, Rattana College). Some HEIs were so affected that they had end their businesses.

Accordingly, study in TVET is another choice for women. A few participants in this research preferred to work and earn money directly after graduating from an upper secondary school, rather than spending time in at least three years’ further education in HEIs and then face uncertainty gaining a job. They directly studied in a vocational training institution and are satisfied with their learning and skills from TVET and presently manage their own businesses. TVET seems to be more consistent with the demand of the labour market than HEIs (MoES, 2015; Soukkaseum, 2017). Studying at TVET was more flexible than at HEIs and students are able to do part-time jobs while
studying. Taking part-time jobs allows students to earn additional income and reduce the burdensome expenditure of a family (Soukkaseum, 2017). Due to the short period of learning, low enrollment fees, and being equipped with practical skills (ibid), study in TVET seems to benefit poor and medium income women as they are more able to afford it and it is less likely to consume their time on study. Presently, UNDP reports that Lao women represent 64 percent of the elementary occupations including in the services, shops, and market sales workers (UNDP, 2015). The MoES have mentioned ‘Developing a Curriculum’ (DACUM) in the Master Plan Development of TVET from 2008 until 2015 and it is an approach to improving TVET curricula in which courses are to be based on the needs of industry (MoES, 2010), but TVET curricula have been reported to be poor (UNESCO, 2013).

6.5. Tertiary education information dissemination and enrollment

Liberal feminist perspectives focus on equal opportunities for women and men, including in education (Parpart et al., 2000). The study found that failing an entrance examination is one obstacle to accessing tertiary education. Most female participants prefer to study in public HEIs, due to the lower cost and better quality compared to private HEIs. However, the difficulty of entrance examinations and many processes of enrollment were mentioned by some participants. The limited places in public universities (Songkaeo & Yeong, 2016), leads to high competition. This high competition requires a high level of preparation from students to pass the exam. Therefore, this impacts on women’s access to these institutions as they have less time to prepare than men, as women also spend time on household chores, and therefore have less potential to pass the exam. This circumstance may impact poor women most, as they may not be able to afford to access private HEIs, due to the enrollment fee being more than two times higher than public HEIs.

Liberal feminist perspectives in education argue for the removal of barriers which prevent girls reaching their potential, whether such barriers are located in schools, the individual psyche or discriminatory labour practices (Acker, 1987). In this way, some ASEAN countries have considered the difficulty of entrance to HEIs. For example, the Cambodian Government has considered a flexible way for students to enter higher education, and also adjusted the curriculum of secondary education to contribute some knowledge that is fundamental to enter into HEIs (Songkaeo & Yeong, 2016). However, the entrance examination to public HEIs in Laos have been reported to be harder as HEIs want to gain
high quality students to study in their reputable institution (senior officer, NUOL). In addition, preparation courses for entrance examinations are only unofficially provided by teachers from NUOL in Vientiane Capital. Those who are in other provinces and far from NUOL’s location have less chance to attend the courses.

Most public and private HEIs in Laos place little importance on marketing and information distribution. The lack of financial resources and knowledge of social marketing have been reported to be the main obstacles to launching these activities. Limited information on enrollment processes, course offerings, examination subjects and processes, enrollment fees and payments seem to impact students most. For example, this study found that most participants have limited information on courses being offered, and the qualifications and services of higher education institutions. Therefore, some participants reported that they selected courses according to other suggestions. As a result, they felt they performed poorly, wasted their time and were unsatisfied with the enrolled courses. Enrollment processes were also reported by some participants as complicated with complex requirements for various documents and being time consuming to complete. As well, the enrollment fees differ across HEIs and courses. Some parents and students presumed that enrollment fees would be too expensive. This led them to make decisions without gaining accurate information.

The Government of Laos has policies on women having equal access to all levels of schooling (MoES, 2008c) and strategies have been put in place to deal with issues regarding gender inequality in schooling (Edwards & Girgis, 2015). They have emphasised primary and secondary education (Ogawa, 2009). As well as, public quotas are offered to ethnic minorities groups (ibid). However, HEIs’ policies on women’s regarding access to tertiary education seem to have been left out of these national initiatives in practice.

6.6. Summary
This chapter discusses the main findings on women’s access to tertiary education in respect of family characteristics, women’s individual preferences and behaviours, and social norms. Financial hardship of their families is the main obstacle. Shortage of income may lead parents to support men rather than women. Women are also keen to respond to the issue of the needs of their families and may dropout where they perceive enrollment fees are burdening them. On the other hand, the Government of Laos lacks policies for
women in relation to access to HEIs and there is no student loan provided by any public and private banks. Definitely, poor women cannot afford to attend HEIs.

Women have less power in the family. They are labour in a family and they have to spend time on household chores. They have less time than men do for study as well as social life. Women have less power in decision making for themselves. They have to consult and follow what parents and siblings suggestion, including with regard to marriage, work and study. This leads women to be dependent on parents, and lack confidence to survive by themselves, if they do not have a husband to rely on.

Such social perceptions still affect women’s and parents’ decisions. The perceptions of employment opportunities for women, including of the difficulty in gaining jobs, likely lower positions, and lower payment than men, existing in Lao society may influence women not to study at higher levels. Most women end up in self-employment with small businesses such as barbershops, small groceries, restaurants, and as laborers with low and unstable incomes, and poor working conditions.

The enrollment process is still difficult for normal citizens in Laos. On the one hand, the lack of confidence of many women in the quality of their study to-date leaves most students feeling they are not well for the examinations, and this leads to high potential of failure. On the other hand, the lack of information about the courses and entry examinations provided by public and private HEIs reduces the number of students who are able to be well prepared for the examinations.
Chapter 7: Conclusion

7.1. Findings and reflections
This thesis is about women’s access to tertiary education in Laos. It examines the barriers which most influence women’s access to tertiary education. The scope of the thesis focuses on family characteristics, women’s preferences and behavior and social norms, by using a feminist lens to analyse the main issues.

The main influence on women’s access to tertiary education is parents’ economic status – that is, poverty. Because both private and public HEIs require students to pay an enrollment fee and other expenses such as material resources and uniforms, most parents may prefer to support sons rather than daughters to study, as they perceive men are more likely to gain a job and to be a head of a family. They believe most women can rely on their husband for income earning and women should take care of a husband, household and children. Hence, parents see education for women as a second priority. The Government and HEIs lack policies or funding for women, particularly for those with the least access – women from poor families. Even though most countries in the ASEAN region provide student loans for students who are keen to study, but lack funds to study, the Government of Laos has not yet applied such a policy.

Another finding relates to gender imbalance within a family. Most female participants in the study have to take care of household chores, while most male students seem to have more time to enjoy an active social life than female students. The longer women stay at home, the less time they spend in wider society. This may cause women to lack confidence and have less power to manage their lives. Most decisions regarding study, work and marriage are made by parents. Parents seem to control daughters more than their sons: they are less likely to allow women to go out at night and worry about early relationships with men. This gender imbalance issue in households has a circular effect. It starts with the view that women should work at home, not enjoy social activities, they then become less confident, less engaged and successful in education, have less opportunity to gain a job and be independent, have less power in a family, and finally end up as a housewife. Reversing this cycle can start with a family, for example by letting a daughter and a son both be involved equally in household chores and social activities.

The social perception of the low qualification of women still persists in Lao society. Even though the percentage of women in all educational levels increases, the potential of
women gaining a job does not increase, accordingly. Women represent the majority in the proportion of people in unemployment and low wage jobs. This influences some women not to study and to choose to directly work as labourers, as they perceive that there is no gain between before and after they graduate from HEIs, as they will earn a lower income payment and work in lower-level positions than men. The Government of Laos emphasises balanced opportunities between men and women in working in both public and private offices; however, women are less likely to be in leadership positions and therefore will have less power in decision making.

Low quality of tertiary education may influence the decisions of women and parents. Tertiary education in Laos needs to be improved in quality of learning and teaching. The out of date curriculum and mismatched programme with the labour market, lead newly graduated secondary to hesitate to enroll in tertiary education. The difficulty of an entrance examination has been reported by most women participants, particularly public HEIs. This affects the low and medium quality study most. Many HEIs should be more flexible for admission new students, in order to increase the number of students and give more chance to the medium quality students.

Both public and private HEIs lack a marketing campaign. Most female participants reported they had limited information on HEIs, including about enrollment and course offerings. This may lead to less interest from students to enter in any HEIs. A marketing campaign will be beneficial to both HEIs and students. The HEIs will promote the quality of the institution and its courses quality for students. At the same time, students will know about a particular HEI and they may select that institution first.

7.2. Limitations and future research
There are many women in rural areas who cannot access higher education, according to discussions with senior staff working in relevant to HEIs. They generally mentioned that poverty, cultures and distance are the main obstacles for women. Unfortunately, I as a beginning researcher have limited scope and time to explore these barriers and how they impact livelihoods and the development of women in rural areas, including in minority groups, in accessing tertiary education.

The research was broad in scope as it deals with the issues related to tertiary education, whereas there are different levels of tertiary education including higher diploma and
bachelor’s degree. The conditions for student admission also vary between public and private HEIs. Hence, it would be clearer and more comprehensive for future study to focus on the specific education level within public and private HEIs.

The research focuses on women and parents, meaning focus on individual and social norms rather than at policy level. Therefore, most information reported and analysed focuses on individual feelings, experiences and perspectives. It lacks analysis of policies of government and private HEIs related to women’s access to tertiary education.

Interestingly, female participants are concerned about job opportunities. Most of them feel that men have more opportunities to gain a job and a higher position and get higher pay than women. Therefore, it is interesting to explore whether this perception is true and its causes and consequences.

7.3. Final remarks
This research applied three feminist perspectives including radical, socialist and liberal feminist perspectives. These helped the researcher to frame the research questions and inform the analysis. Liberal feminist perspective focus on policies for equal opportunities for both male and female students in access to schooling. This perspective in the research helps to consider education policies regarding to education in general and higher education. The research found that there are policies to encourage women to access into all levels of education, from primary, secondary, TVET and higher education, yet in practice, the Government of Laos puts more focus on women’s access to primary and secondary education, and TVET rather than higher education.

A socialist feminist perspective focuses on social divisions in a family and workplaces and particularly on the role of capitalism in shaping different focus of work and rewards for men and women. The research however illustrates that imbalance in the workforce starts from attitudes and decisions with the family. Currently, parents and women themselves still see female siblings primary as labour at home to manage most household tasks. On the other hand, it is also clear that in the labour market, women struggle to gain employment and equal wages and this effects their decisions regarding higher education and subsequent job prospects.
The radical feminist perspective focuses on power imbalances between men and women in families and the role of patriarchy. Informed by this perspective, the research confirms that women have less power than men in families and that women have to follow their parents’ decision and work for male siblings and other family members. Most participants perceived that household chores still remain women’s responsibility and that men take the lead in work outside the home. Therefore, such attitudes and patriarchal societal norms still exist in Lao society, even in Vientiane.

The thesis reconfirms that financial hardship impacts on parents’ decisions regarding their children’s education and women are more negatively affected by this issue, as they are placed as the second priority for parents for educational support. Furthermore, social norms on women with regard to household chores, politeness, and obedience, combine with the fact that women are less likely to gain a job and more likely to get low pay. These attitudes and conditions still persist in Vientiane society and affect women’s participation in higher education. Suspicious of the quality of HEIs, many women chose to study in TVET institutions instead. Lack of information about HEIs and difficulty in preparing for the entrance examinations, further lessen the likelihood of participation. Although there are some promising signs of increasing participation by women in higher education, this research found that both deep-seated social attitudes and financial and institutional barriers are likely to combine to make it difficult for women from poor and rural households in Laos to enter higher education.
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susan.corbett@vuw.ac.nz, โทรศัพท์: [ ]
"ทิพัฒน์ศุภสิริ บุญศักดิ์

ที่ปรึกษาพิเศษ รักษาการเจ้าหน้าที่ สำนักงานศูนย์ส่งเสริมชุมชน

ที่ปรึกษาพิเศษ รักษาการเจ้าหน้าที่ สำนักงานศูนย์ส่งเสริมชุมชน นิคมอุตสาหกรรมบางปะอิน อำเภอเมืองนครปฐม จังหวัดปรีการการกิจการการศึกษา การศึกษาและวัฒนธรรม จังหวัดนครปฐม ติดต่อได้ที่ 02-445-5555"
รีบรรยายจากอ้างอิงทางด้านล่างด้วยการใช้ภาษา แสดงในเรื่องที่แก้ไขด้วย ผู้ถูกต้องที่สุดด้านก่อน.

ด้วยผมอุทธรณ์จะยื่นอุทธรณ์ถึงศาล และขอให้รู้เรื่องจดหมาย มีเหตุผลครั้งแรกว่า และ ข้อมูลที่มีอยู่ในอุทธรณ์ได้ยื่นต่อศาล โดยให้ทราบถึงการที่จะยื่น
ร่างสมัครฟังจากอุทธรณ์ และ ขอให้เจ้าหน้าที่ยื่นบัตรถึงเจ้าหน้าที่อุทธรณ์ส่วนหัว.

เจ้าหน้าที่อุทธรณ์ นักกฎหมาย และ ผู้พิทักษ์สิทธิ์อุทธรณ์ส่วนหัว จะยื่นร่างอุทธรณ์ถึงอัยการต่อไป และ
จะทำนายรายละเอียดในวัน 3 ถึง 7 คุณภาพนี้ เนื่องจากนั้น.

ด้วยผมอุทธรณ์ถึงศาล ยื่นอุทธรณ์มีถึงการต่อสู้ในอุทธรณ์ที่จริง ซึ่งจะยื่นถึง

• ผู้สามารถรับคำสั่งยื่นสิทธิ์ในอุทธรณ์ที่เคยรับ
• ผู้สามารถรับคำสั่งยื่นสิทธิ์ในอุทธรณ์ที่เคยรับ
• ที่ส่วนงานที่สั่งยื่นสิทธิ์ในอุทธรณ์ที่เคยรับ
• นักกฎหมายที่สั่งยื่นสิทธิ์ในอุทธรณ์ที่เคยรับ
• ผู้สามารถรับคำสั่งยื่นสิทธิ์ในอุทธรณ์ที่เคยรับ
• ผู้สามารถรับคำสั่งยื่นสิทธิ์ในอุทธรณ์ที่เคยรับ
• ผู้สามารถรับคำสั่งยื่นสิทธิ์ในอุทธรณ์ที่เคยรับ

ที่ส่วนงานที่สั่งยื่นสิทธิ์ในอุทธรณ์ที่เคยรับ


Appendix 4: Research consent form

“Exploring individual motivations, and social norms regarding women’s access to tertiary education”

CONSENT TO INTERVIEW (FOR OFFICERS)

This consent form will be held for 3 years.

Researcher: Ms. Kinnaphone Sounthongdeng, School of Geography, Environment and Earth Sciences, Victoria University of Wellington

I have read the Information Sheet and the project has been explained to me. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I can ask further questions at any time.

I agree to take part in an audio recorded interview.

I understand that I may withdraw from this study at any point before 31 August 2017, and any information that I have provided will be returned to me or destroyed.

I understand that the information I have provided will be destroyed 3 years after the research is finished.

I understand that, any information I provide will be kept confidential to the researcher and the supervisor. I understand that the results will be used for a Master Thesis and a summary of the results may be used in academic reports and/or presented at conferences.

Please tick as appropriate

- I consent to information or opinions which I have given being attributed to my organisation in any reports on this research: Yes ☐ No ☐

- I would like a summary of my interview: Yes ☐ No ☐

- I would like to receive a summary of the final report and have added my email address below: Yes ☐ No ☐

Name: ___________________________ Phone: ___________________________

Organization: ___________________________ E-mail:_________________________

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________
“Exploring individual motivations, and social norms regarding women’s access to tertiary education”

CONSENT TO INTERVIEW (FOR WOMEN AND PARENTS)

This consent form will be held for 3 years.

Researcher: Ms. Kinnaphone Sounthongdeng, School of Geography, Environment and Earth Sciences, Victoria University of Wellington

I have read the Information Sheet and the project has been explained to me. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I can ask further questions at any time.

I agree to take part in an audio recorded interview.

I understand that I may withdraw from this study at any point before 31 August 2017, and any information that I have provided will be returned to me or destroyed.

I understand that the information I have provided will be destroyed 3 years after the research is finished.

I understand that, any information I provide will be kept confidential to the researcher and the supervisor. I understand that the results will be used for a Master thesis and a summary of the results may be used in academic reports and/or presented at conferences.

My name will not be used in reports, nor will any information that would identify me.

Please tick as appropriate

- I would like a summary of my interview: Yes ☐  No ☐
- I would like to receive a summary of the final report and have added my email address below: Yes ☐  No ☐

Name: ........................................  Phone: ........................................

Organization: .................................  E-mail:........................................

Signature: .................................  Date: .................................
ประกาศสำนักงานธุรการจังหวัดสุราษฎร์ธานี ณ วันที่ 31 สิงหาคม 2561

สำนักงานธุรการจังหวัดสุราษฎร์ธานี

ประกาศ ณ วันที่ 31 สิงหาคม 2561

ที่ จังหวัดสุราษฎร์ธานี

ผู้มีอำนาจ น.ส.สุกัญญา รัชฎานนท์

1. ให้กำหนดระยะเวลาสำนักงานธุรการจังหวัดสุราษฎร์ธานี
   ให้เป็นเว้นวันเสาร์วันอาทิตย์และวันหยุดนักขัตร์ราชการ
   ตลอดเวลา
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   ให้เป็นวันที่ 1 ถึง 31 สิงหาคม 2561
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   ให้เป็นวันที่ 1 ถึง 31 สิงหาคม 2561
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   ให้เป็นวันที่ 1 ถึง 31 สิงหาคม 2561

8. ให้กำหนดระยะเวลาสำนักงานธุรการจังหวัดสุราษฎร์ธานี
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   ให้เป็นวันที่ 1 ถึง 31 สิงหาคม 2561

10. ให้กำหนดระยะเวลาสำนักงานธุรการจังหวัดสุราษฎร์ธานี
    ให้เป็นวันที่ 1 ถึง 31 สิงหาคม 2561

ประกาศ ณ วันที่ 31 สิงหาคม 2561

น.ส.สุกัญญา รัชฎานนท์

วันที่ 31 สิงหาคม 2561

อธิบดีจังหวัดสุราษฎร์ธานี
கட்சிக்கட்சியுடன் கூட்டப்பட்ட மற்றும் விளக்கங்கள்
தான வாரம் கூர்க்கும் பாரம்பரியக் கூட்டமுடிவிலும் துறைகளிலும் சர்வதேச கோடை மற்றும் முக்கிய முயற்சிகளிலும் பதிக்கப்பட்டது.

பாதுகாப்பு: கட்சிகள் சீரமைப்புக்கான நடவடிக்கை, முக்கிய தொடர்புகோலை, விளக்கங்கள் மற்றும் இணைக்காலை, மற்றும் தொடர்புகோலைச் செயல்பாடுகள்


திறன் வாய்ப்பு: .................................................. மூலம்: ..................................................

முடிவு: ..................................................
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Appendix 5: Interview questions

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
“Exploring individual motivations and social norms regarding women’s access to tertiary education”

Q1: Women students who are currently student in tertiary education
1. Personal information (Age, name of school, education level, etc)

The importance of education for women
2. Do you think that education is important for you? Why or why not?
3. Do you think that higher education/bachelor degree is important for you? Why or why not?
4. What do you expect from study at higher education or bachelor degree? (Career, salary, quality of life and family)
5. Why did you decide to enroll at this university or college? What is the most interesting in this school?

Family characteristics
6. Do you think that your parent’s occupation/family size/income/parents’ status has influenced on your education?
7. Have your parents involved in your selection of a school or a course?
8. Have your parents assisted in or supported your study so far? Why or why not? How do they support?
9. Who respond for the payment/enrolment of your education fee? Why?

Women behavior
10. What do you like most?
11. What do you do in your free time?
12. What do you expect to do in your future?
13. What do you think about your behaviour? Preference or diligence in education or not? Why?
14. Do you think that you can make a decision by yourself or do what you want? Why or why not?
15. What do you think about your quality and efficiency of your study?
16. Do you have enough time to study? How do you manage your household chores with other family members?

**Social norms and beliefs**

17. What do you think about your dressing, your speaking, etc. affect your study?

18. Do you think that social norms affect the decision making of your education? Why or why not? (Some social beliefs: women have to be a labor of a family, women have to do household chores)

19. Do you think that social beliefs in gender imbalance affect women’s decision making on tertiary education? Why or why not? (Some social beliefs; woman gains a job harder than man, woman gets less salary than man, woman is in a lower position than man, working quality of woman is less than man, etc.).

20. With the same supports between man and woman, do you think who is going to be more successful in the study? Why or why not?

21. How do you feel when girls have to spend a lot of time on their household chores while their peer boys playing sports/with friends or do what they want?

22. Do you think that social norms affect women’s education in your community? Why or why not?

**Gender imbalance in higher education**

23. Have you ever faced/heard gender issues in your class or school? Please give an example

24. Do you think that woman and man have equal access to tertiary education or bachelor degree after graduated from secondary school? In community? Why or why not?

25. What do you see as the main obstacles for women to access to tertiary education?
   + Family characteristics (income, family size, parent’s occupations, etc.)
   + Woman’s motivations (individual behaviour, time management between learning and household chores, future career, etc.)
   + Schooling system (fees, courses, curricula, teacher quality, school facilities, location, etc.)

26. What do you think the main factor helps you to continue your study at tertiary education or bachelor degree? Why or why not?

**Encouraging women on their study**

27. Who are the most important sector to help women to improve their accessibility of tertiary education? Why or why not? And how do they do?
28. What can your community/government do in order to encourage women on their accessibility of tertiary education?

29. Other recommendations or questions

Q2: Women students who are not currently student in any tertiary education

1. Personal information (Age, etc)

The importance of education for women

2. Do you think that education is important for you? Why or why not?

3. Do you think that higher education/bachelor degree is important for you? Why or why not?

4. What is your education level?

Family characteristics

5. Do you think that your parent’s occupation/family size/income/parents’ status has influenced on your education?

6. Have your parents assisted in or supported your study so far? Why or why not? How do they support?

7. Have your parents involved in your career’s choice?

Women behavior

8. What do you like most?

9. What do you do in your free time?

10. What do you expect to do in your future?

11. What do you think about your behaviour? Preference or diligence in education or not? Why?

12. What do you think about your quality and efficiency of your study?

13. Do you have enough time to study? How do you manage your household chores with other family members?

14. Do you think that you can make a decision by yourself or do what you want? Why or why not?

Current activities

15. What is your occupation? And why did you decide to do this?

16. Who support you to do this occupation? Why?

17. What is it difficult or easy to do this activity/business/occupation?

18. Do you want to change to do another activity/business/occupation?

Social norms and beliefs

19. What do you think about your dressing, your speaking, etc. affect your study?
20. Do you think that social norms affect the decision making of your education? Why or why not? (Some social beliefs: women have to be a labor of a family, women have to do household chores)

21. Do you think that social beliefs in gender imbalance affect women’s decision making on tertiary education? Why or why not? (Some social beliefs; woman gains a job harder than man, woman gets less salary than man, woman is in a lower position than man, working quality of woman is less than man, etc.).

22. With the same supports between man and woman, do you think who is going to be more successful in the study? Why or why not?

23. How do you feel when girls have to spend a lot of time on their household chores while their peer boys playing sports/with friends or do what they want?

24. Do you think that social norms affect women’s education in your community? Why or why not?

*Gender imbalance in higher education*

25. Have you ever faced/heard gender issues in your class or school? If yes, please give an example. If no, why?

26. What do you see as the main obstacles for women to access to tertiary education?
   + Family characteristics (income, family size, parent’s occupations, etc.)
   + Woman’s motivations (individual behaviour, time management between learning and household chores, future career, etc.)
   + Schooling system (fees, courses, curricula, teacher quality, school facilities, location, etc.)

*Encouraging women on their study*

27. Do you have any plan to continue your education? Why or why not?

28. Do you have any plan for your current activity/occupation? Why or why not?

29. What can your community/government do in order to encourage women on their accessibility of tertiary education?

30. Other recommendations or questions

**Q3: Parents of women**

1) Personal information (family size, occupations, economic status, etc.)

*Daughter and Education*

2) Do you think that education/higher education is important for your children? Why or why not?
3) Does your daughter study at any tertiary education institution? Why or why not?
4) Why does your daughter enroll at this university? What is the most interesting for her?

*Family characteristics*

5) Do you think that your occupation/family size/income/parents’ status has influenced on your children’s education?
6) Have you involved in children’s selection of a school or a course?
7) Have you assisted in or supported your children study so far? Why or why not? How do you support them?
8) Who respond for the payment/enrolment of your daughter’s education fee? You or herself?
9) How do you feel with your daughter’s education so far?

*Women behaviour*

10) What is your daughter’s behaviour?
11) What does she do in her free time?
12) How do you manage your household chores with other members of your family?
13) Have you consulted with your children on how to manage their work?
14) Does your daughter spend a lot of time on study? Why or why not?

*Social beliefs*

15) Do you think that social norms affect the decision making regarding your children’s education? Why or why not? (Some social beliefs: women have to be a labor of a family, women have to do household chores)
16) Do you think that social beliefs in gender imbalance affect women’s decision making on tertiary education? Why or why not? (Some social beliefs; woman gains a job harder than man, woman gets less salary than man, woman is in a lower position than man, working quality of woman is less than man, etc.).
17) With the same supports between man and woman, do you think, who is going to be more successful in the study? Why or why not?
18) How do you feel when girls have to spend a lot of time on their household chores while their peer man playing sports/with friends or do what they want?
19) Do you think that man has more chance on education than woman in your community? Why or why not?

20) Do you think that social norms affect women’s education in your community?

**Daughter and education**

21) What do you think are the main strengths of yourself in helping your daughter to access university or college? What do you think are the main obstacles with your family that might prevent your daughter accessing tertiary education?

**Encouraging women on their study**

22) What can you do to help your daughter’s study?

23) Who are the most important sector to help women to improve their accessibility of tertiary education? Why or why not? And how do they do?

24) What can your community/government do in order to encourage women on their accessibility of tertiary education?

25) Any recommendation or questions

**Q4: Parents of women who have not enrolled in any tertiary educational institution:**

1) Personal information (family size, occupations, economic status, etc.)

**Daughter and Education**

2) Do you think that education/higher education is important for your children? Why or why not?

3) Does your daughter study at any tertiary education institution? Why or why not?

4) What is your daughter’s education level?

**Family characteristics**

5) Do you think that your occupation/family size/income/parents’ status has influenced on your children’s education?

6) Have you assisted in or supported your children study so far? Why or why not? How do you support them?

7) How do you feel with your daughter’s education so far?

**Women behaviour**

8) What is your daughter’s behaviour?

9) What does she do in her free time?
10) How do you manage your household chores with other members of your family? Have you consulted with them? Why or why not?
11) Does your daughter spend a lot of time on study? Why or why not?

Current activities

12) What is your daughter’s occupation/business/activity? And why did she decide to do this?
13) Who support her to do this occupation/business/activity? Why?

Social norms and beliefs

14) Do you think that social norms affect the decision making regarding your children’s education? Why or why not? (Some social beliefs: women have to be a labor of a family, women have to do household chores)
15) Do you think that social beliefs in gender imbalance affect women’s decision making on tertiary education? Why or why not? (Some social beliefs; woman gains a job harder than man, woman gets less salary than man, woman is in a lower position than man, working quality of woman is less than man, etc.).
16) With the same supports between man and woman, do you think, who is going to be more successful in the study? Why or why not?
17) How do you feel when girls have to spend a lot of time on their household chores while their peer man playing sports/with friends or do what they want?
18) Do you think that man has more chance on education than woman in your community? Why or why not?
19) Do you think that social norms affect women’s education in your community?

Daughter and education

20) What do you think are the main obstacles with your family that might hinder your daughter accessing tertiary education?

Encouraging women on their study

21) What can you do to help your daughter’s study?
22) What can your community/government do in order to encourage women on their accessibility of tertiary education?
23) Any recommendation or questions
Appendix 6: Request letter for interview appointment

Dear [Name],

I am writing to request an interview appointment for the position of [Position] at [Company].

I am a graduate of [University] with a degree in [Major]. I have [Number of Years] years of experience in [Field] and am confident that my skills and experience make me a strong candidate for the position.

I am particularly interested in [Specific Aspect of the Position] and believe that [Your Qualifications] will make me an asset to your team.

I am available for an interview at your convenience and look forward to the opportunity to discuss my qualifications further.

Thank you for considering my request.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
อ่านและเข้าใจข้อกำหนดนี้แล้วจะใช้กำหนดอยู่ดี และ ใช้กำหนดอยู่ในกิจการเล็กน้อย อย่างไรก็ตาม

ถ้ามีความขัดแย้งเกิดขึ้นก็จะจัดโทษ

ผู้ส่งมอบ ดูหมอกะ
บัณฑิตวิทยาลัยไลฟ์ฟิสิกส์วิทยาลัยวิทยาศาสตร์มหิดล

เอกสารทั้งหมด:
1. ที่intellex.comมีที่นักเรียนทั้งหมดจากห้องเรียนมาที่สถานที่ที่มีห้องเรียน (นางสาวนง และ
นางสาวกิติ)
2. ไปถึงที่intellex.comมีห้องเรียน (นางสาวนง และ นางสาวกิติ)
3. ที่intellex.comมีที่นักเรียนทั้งหมดจากห้องเรียนมาที่สถานที่ที่มีห้องเรียน (นางสาวนง)
4. แสดงผลการเรียนการที่นักเรียนทั้งหมด (นางสาวนง และ นางสาวกิติ)
5. ล่าสุดที่สถานที่

สอบถามและแจ้งเกี่ยวกับ
ให้ศูนย์ 020 2300 3673.
อีเมล: kinnaphone.ny04@gmail.com; sounthkinn@mywwu.ac.nz.